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Our Farm and Farmers






The Financial History o_
T
THE financial history of Taylor records many interesting events. During the earl^'
days of the institution in Fort Wayne the control of the school was in the hands
of the M. E. Conference. Later the management of the school was placed in the
hands of the National Association of Local Preachers. Then it was that the school was
named for Bishop William Taylor.
Dr. C. B. Stemen, a member of the board of directors, served as president until
Dr. Thaddeus C. Reade was chosen. In the beginning of Dr. Reade's administration
the school was moved from Fort Wa^ne to Upland and was incorporated as Taylor
University of Upland, Indiana.
Dr. Reade assumed the entire financial responsibility of the school. Under his
leadership the administration building was built, the largest gift coming from Mrs.
J. C. Wright of Washington, D. C, whose husband was president of the Board of
Trustees. What is now Sammy Morris hall, and what used to be the old dining hall,
was also built at this time.
After Dr. Reade had carried the financial load for about nine )'ears, the trustees
assumed control. The niembers of the Board, residing in Upland and within easy reach,
bore the brunt of the burdens and from time to time got behind the school's liabilities
with their own private gifts and endorsements.
Dr. John H. Shilling, who was the Vice-President, was acting President during Dr.
Reade's illness. Dr. Winchester of Buffalo was the next president. Dr. A. R. Archibald
succeeded him, serving until Dr. Monroe Vavhinger came.
Under Dr. Vayhinger's leadership the Music Fiall was built and named in honor
of Mrs. Helena Gehman who gave the gift in memory of her husband. The money for
the auditorium was donated by Mr. and Mrs. Israel Shreiner and the Chapel was named
in honor of them. The main gift for Swallow Robin hall was contributed by Dr.
S. C. Swallow and his wife. At this time Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Campbell gave large gifts
to the school.
Dr. Taylor succeeded Dr. Vayhinger in 1921 and it was during his administration
that the present heating plant was built, the south eighty acre farm was acquired, and
numerous houses were purchased and built.
Dr. Ayres was acting-President between Dr. Taylor's and Dr. Paul's administra-
tions. Under Dr. Paul's leadership the Legal Hundred was organized. This body now has





T'AYLOR UNIVERSITY is named in honor of the man who rose from the rankof local preacher to the episcopacy.
To appreciate the significance of this honor to our institution it is necessary to
take a glimpse into the life of this man whose unadorned simplicity enhances the
greatness of his work. His life was interwoven with the religious history of his age.
To know him is to learn of it.
In the days of preparation he taught school and became a circuit rider in Virginia.
He was serving as pastor of a church when in 1849 he was appointed by Bishop Waugh
as a missionary to California. William Taylor did evangelistic work in the States, Canada,
England, Wales, South America and Australia. He also did missionary work in India
and the West Indies. In 1885, after a brief sojourn in the United States, he accepted the
bishopric of Africa and became a second Livingston to the peoples of the Dark Con-
tinent.
With a knowledge of the world-wide vision of this man of God, it is not surprising
that the school which bears his name should have a similar world-wide vision. Having
found a school which tallied with the spiritual passion of his soul, we are not surprised
that Bishop Taylor said, "This work is of God," and "gave it his hearty endorsement,
prayed for it three times every day, assisted it by his influence and with his means."
His name has many times been used by the financial department of the school as an
incentive in securing funds. He assisted in the laying of the corner stone of the present






D OCTOR THADDEUS C. READE is the most outstanding figure in the earlydevelopment of Taylor University. The story of his association with the school is
one of sacrifice and labor. He loved the school and proved his regard by his work.
He bore the entire financial burden of the school for years. At one time the dean
of the college received a larger salary than did Dr. Reade. For a long period of time Dr.
Reade hired his teachers and personally paid their salaries. He had a meager private for-
tune of a few thousand dollars which he turned over into the school treasury. He
personally made himself responsible for the maintenance of the school. His whole
life was one of self sacrifice for the cause which he ardently supported.
Dr. Reade's character was of such a calibre that the patrons of the school were
willing to support him in all he undertook. There were times when he made promises
to creditors of the school which, from all visible resources, were impossible of fulfillment.
Nevertheless, in time Dr. Reade was able to fulfill all his obligations. Dr. Reade probably
did more to place the school on a firm basis and to establish its credit than any other
one person during the early days.
Dr. Reade personally chose the site of the school and contracted with the Upland
Land Company for the necessary land. He surprised the building program and himself
solicited funds for the running expenses of the school among the friends of the school
situated mainly in the East.
We do well to honor the memory of the man who so ably established and main-
tained our institution in its earh' beginnings. It is hoped that his life and sacrifice
may be an example to others.
^(<^U
TWENTY-THREE
WHEN Dr. John Paul came to Taylor Universiry in the fall of 1922, he came
from a very successful administration as Vice-President of Asbury College.
Dr. P.iul found our financial situation in bad condition. The first year of his
administration was a very trying one to him, the embarrassment of unpaid bills facing
him and his business manager day after day.
It was about this time that he called to his assistance Mr. E. O. Rice, and together
the two began the re-shaping of the school's obligations by first declaring a receivership.
Within a year's time a one hundred thousand dollar bond issue had been floated, obliga-
tions to different firms had been settled, and much of the school's financial strain placed
in the hands of friends. Among those largely responsible for the successful re-shaping
of school finance was Mrs. Ella M. Magee whose consecrated gifts totaled over one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
The next stage in Dr. Paul's plan for the financial development of Taylor Univer-
sity came in the organization of the Legal Hundred in September, 1923. The Legal
Hundred has proved a very great steadying force in the financial life of the institution
and many business men have declared it a unique organization.
Dr. Paul next proposed that the College begin a campaign for one million dollars
endowment, the first unit of five hundred thousand dollars to be completed by January
1st, 1928. The response to this Goal Endowment was very gratifying and at the October
meeting of the Legal Hundred in 1927 the President announced the completion of the
first unit and the starting of the second, which he has been pleased to call The Bishop
Taylor or Service Endowment; and some seventy thousand dollars have to date come
to that fund.
Within this school year Dr. Paul suggested that The Legal Hundred establish
large banking interests with some strong financial corporation, this institution to
become trustee to the school. At this date plans for this trusteeship have developed most
satisfactorily. The Peoples State Bank of Indianapolis has taken over the collection of
the school's pledges, has authorized and completed the establishment of a budget system,
and by September plans to float a two hundred and fifty thousand dollar bond issue,
thus enabling the institution to go on a cash basis. The plan has won the full support
of the Board of Directors of the Legal Hundred and is being looked forward to by
everyone as the most helpful bit of college financing Taylor has experienced in years.
There are not enough letters in the name Paul to spell "progress," but there is
enough genius and energy put into the long hours this President sits behind his desk,





PRFS. B. W. AYRn5 SECY., B. R. POGUE
TThe Legal Hundred of Taylor University was organized in 1923 as the governing
body of this institution. So timely was its advent that the financial difficulties were
adjusted and new vigor surged through every department of the college.
Quoting from the Legal Hundred Articles of Association, we learn the constitution
of this body: "The school shall be interdenominational in its service, and a member
of any Christian denomination in harmony with the doctrine and policy of the school
shall be eligible to a place on its faculty or its board of control subject to the ratio
hereinafter defined. Taylor University shall be known as a school maintaining the
traditional evangelistic policies of the Methodist Episcopal Church, with its traditional
attitude to the Holy Scriptures as the Word of God; its governing body shall consist
of this Foundation, known as the Legal Hundred of Taylor University. The Legal
Hundred shall own the property and control and direct the policies of the institution,
subject to the terms of this charter, with full power to make contracts, sales and
purchases, and, as a trust corporation or foundation, to sue and be sued."
The members of this organization hold membership for life, or until they resign
or are expelled according to the rules of the By-Laws. This plan not only makes for
careful and selective choice of members, but has a tendency to stimulate continuity
of interest in the institution on the part of those chosen.
;^(<^U
TWENTY-FIVE
THE DOMESTIC SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
THE era of the special endowment program for Taylor University began in the
early spring of 1927. At that time there were endowment values between two and
three hundred thousand dollars. While there was considerable indebtedness to coun-
teract the value of this endowment, the president assigned the indebtedness mainly to the
new building worth a quarter of a million dollars, the product of which would otfset
the interest on the indebtedness and look toward its liquidation.
With the case thus stated to the Legal Hundred and the Alumni Association, the
Goal Endowment was launched as a special movement. It was called the Goal Endow-
ment because of its aim to secure five hundred thousand dollars of endowment which
is now the minimum standard requirement.
The Goal Endowment reached its highest tide of enthusiasm at the 1927 com-
mencement. Many of the guests made liberal subscriptions. The enthusiasm was so
contagious on the morning of the graduation exercises that even the commencement
speaker. Dr. H. C. Morrison, permitted the announcement of a liberal gift from him.
The Goal Endowment program continued under this name until the fall meeting of
the Legal Hundred, October 26. At that time it still fell thirty or forty thousand
dollars short of the goal, but the Legal Hundred designated enough of its sustentation





IT was the president's belief that the appeal for endowment would be made with
better effect if the school would announce a new unit of half a million for its
objective, naming this in honor of Bishop William Taylor, the namesake of Taylor
University.
The school has had no special finance organization for any of these developments,
but has relied upon the loyalty of the faculty, students, alumni and Legal Hundred.
As this publication goes to the press, the total is approaching the hundred thousand
dollar mark in subscriptions and bequests. The school's ultimate objective will be two
million dollars for endowment. This is a very conservative resource for an institution
like Taylor in rendering a world service.
In both the Goal Endowment and the William Taylor Endowment the Legal
Hundred has been organized into ten groups, each group being asked to sponsor one-
tenth of the amount sought. The chairmen of the groups are: H. C. Miller, John Paul,
B. W. Ayres, Rufus A. Morrison, John F. Owen, Barton Rees Pogue, Mrs. Elizabeth
T. Stanley, Monroe Vayhinger, Myron E. Taylor, Francis J. Thomas.
A million dollars would make an individual tolerably rich these days, but this
much devoted to an institution like Taylor University, rendering a world service, will











W. A. Saucier, A. M.
Education
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Herbert T. Blodgett, D. Sc.
Biology and Agriculture
Newton Wray, B. D., D. D.
Biblical Literature
THIRTY-THREE
Olive May Draper, A. M.
Physics and Mathematics
Mary F. Jones, A. M.
Ancient Languages
Grace L. Crozier, A. M.
English




Kenneth Wells, A. B.
Voice
John H. Furbay, A. M.
Biology, Education and English
THIRTY-FIVE





Mrs. Mary Gilbert Wray
Publicity





















Accountant and Office Manager









{,1 ORoE LEE (FROSH) HARRISON >X'ILCOX (SR.)
PRESIDENT
LILLIAN SCOTT (SPECIAL) ANNA STEVCART (jR.)
RUSSELL METCALF (sOPH.)
NE of the baby organizations of Taylor University, upon its second year of
existence, has found that duties increase with growth. This organization was
initiated in the year 1926-27, in order that students may have a part in the
government of the school.
The members of the Council are composed of representatives from each class,
including the Special Students. In order that honor may be bestowed upon him to
whom honor is due, the presidency of the Council is occupied by a Senior representa-
tive. This year, Mr. Harrison Wilcox, a capable member of the senior class, was presi-
dent of this organization.
Miss Anna Stewart, as a representative of the Junior Class, has been of invaluable
assistance to the president in his executive work.
Mr. Russell Metcalf was elected by the Sophomore class, and the Freshmen
secured Mr George Lee to serve as their representative. Both of these classes are
also to be congratulated for their wise selection of men, for they certainly carry with
them those abilities which are so necessary in their work.
Miss Lillian Scott, one of our post graduate students and representing the group
of Special Students, served as the council secretary. She has performed her duties very
efficiently.
The duties of the Council this year have been varied, and in everything there




BESSIE BRO\CN EVELtN UUKYEA TRA\ IS PURD^'
Bessie Brown Rockford, Ohio
Epworth Evangelistic Institute, St. Louis, Mo.
C. E. I. Graduate, Chicago, Illinois.
Returned missionary from China.




"When thought is speech and speech is truth,"
Evelyn Duryea ("Little One")
Huntington, L. L, New York
Pres. Philalethean Literary Society Winter Term.
Pres. New York State Group.
Mnanka.
Philo Girls Basketball Team.
A. B. Taylor University, Upland, Indiana.
Major: Latin, History, Education.
"Worth, courage, honor, these indeed
Your sustenance and birthright are."
Lillian E. Scott ("Scotty")
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Graduate of Grand Rapids Junior College.
A. B. Hope College, Holland, Michigan.
Major at Taylor University: Music.
Pres. Michigan State Group.
Thalonian Literary Society.
Mnanka.
"There is a soft and pensive grace
A cast of thought upon her face.
Music in her heart, she bore."
Travis Purdy ("Purdie") Vandalia, Michigan
Graduate of C. E. I., Chicago, Illinois.

















DONALD LEWIS DEANE IRISH
PRESIDENT
Donald Le'tis ("Doji") Upland, Indiana




"True worth is in bring and not seeming."^
"The meeting will now please come to order
so that we may complete our business."
VICE-PRESIDENT
Esther E. Blank C'f?") Akron, Ohio
Thalonian, president (4); Soangetaha, president
(4); Prayer Band, president (4); Holiness
League; Gem Staff (4); Student Instructor.
Majors: English and Education.
Life Work: Teaching.
"Humility that low, sweet , root , from which
all heavenly virtues spring.^'
"I think that we should give more attention
to our President."
CHAPLIN
Deane Irish {"Dean'*) Baraboo, Wisconsin
Thalonian; Eureka, president (4); Interclub Debater (2); Intercol-
legiate Debater (4); Men's Ministerial Association; Holiness League;
Gospel Team; Quartette; Choral Society.
Majors: History and Political Science.
Life Work: Ministry.
"An honest man is he."
"Senior prayer meeting at 2:30 today; let's have a good attendance."
SECRETARY
Mary Lela Macy ("Le") Union City, Indiana
Philalethean; Soangetaha; Holiness League.
Majors: English and Home Economics.
Life Work: Teaching.
"Of a meek and quiet spirit."
"Yes, here it is in the minutes."
FORTY-FIVE
SAMMY S GRAVES
CHOOSING ;i class gift is a unique problem for many are the worthy objects
which present themselves for consideration, but pecuniary limitations make a
careful discrimination necessary. The Class of '28 found a further problem.
Because of the small number who compose its ranks, any contribution made by the
class members alone would necessarily be meagre and not at all commensurate with
the present needs. Thus, it was decided that efforts should be made to augment the
funds contributed by the class to enable the giving of something worth while.
Taylor's School of Music needed a pipe organ if it were to maintain its position
in the music world. The class felt that by hard work and through the contributions
of friends of Taylor University this need could be supplied. Consequently, on May 23,
a Tellers-Kent three-manual organ, valued at $10,000, was dedicated in Shreiner audito-
rium of the Music building. The organ with a movable console has thirty speaking stops,
eighteen couplers, contains a harp, and has a complete set of piston combinations with
alternate toe pistons for each manual.
Not content with the gift of the organ alone the class agreed to include in its
project a two-fold memorial to the life of Sammy Morris. Thousands are familiar
with the name of this native African lad who through faith was led from the darkness
of heathendom to the shores of America to find the Holy Spirit and to get an education.
Jorge Masa, a member of the senior class, wrote a complete biography of Sammy
Morris. In the beautiful Lindenwood Cemetery of Fort Wayne, Indiana, on March 2 2,
his body was reinterred in a more conspicuous place, and two months later a fitting
monument was dedicated to his memory, as a gift from the citizens of Fort Wayne
and sponsored by the Class of '28.
Sammy Morris became famous as a Christian mystic, and people could not resist
the magnetism of the dynamic which he possessed. He gave a seal of spirituality to
Taylor University and deepened the missionary zeal of its students. His life is a living
testimony that Christianity can adequately meet every form of human need; that in
Christ "there is neither bond nor free"; and that each race makes a contribution to
the others. Although Sammy's life was short, his influence goes on into eternity, con-
stantly witnessing for the God who cares and loves.
'--^(k^'
FORTY-SIX
ROSELL MILLER DOROTHY ATKINSON MARY E. BEEBE EARL E. ALLEN
RosELL Miller Vermont. Illii
Thalonian; Eulogoni:in; Intcrclub Debater (4)
;
Men's Ministerial Association.
Majors: Biology and Agriculture.
Life Work: Ministry.
"A man in earnest finds means, or if /'< cannot
find, he creates t/jcm."
Dorothy Atkinson [Do/fie") Chicago, Illinois
Thalonian; Mnanka; Interclub Debater (1);
Echo Staff (2); Gem Staff (4); Secretary-Treas-




"To judge her well yon mnst know her."
Mary E. Beebe ("BtV/y") Da\t(_in, Ohio
Attended Purdue University the first year of
college career. Philalethean; Soangetaha; Inter-
club Debater (2); Intercollegiate Debater (3);
Holiness League.
Major: History.
Life Work: Social Service.
"Oft her pallid checks and forehead came a
color and a li^hf."
Earl E. Allen ("/!/") Wittenberg, Wisconsin
Philalethean Literary Society, president (4);
Eureka, president (2) (4); Interclub Debater
(3); Intercollegiate Debater (2) (4); President
of the Sophomore Class; Member of the Student
Council (3); Editor-in-chief of the Gem (3);
Holiness League; Men's Ministerial Association.
Major: English.
Life Work: Ministry.
"The heart to conceive, the understanding to




CHARLES E. WIDEMAN MELVINA GLEASON GERTRUDE JACKSON ERNEST HAMILTON
Charles E. Wideman ("Chuck'')
Pine River, Minnesota
Philaletheiin; Eu logon ian; Men's Ministerial
Association; Holiness League, president (4);
Prayer Band; Gospel Team; Quartette; Choral
Society.
Majors: English and History.
Life Work: Ministry.
"There is tio ivisdom like frtnikness."
Melvina Gleason ("McI") Clearwater, Minn.
Thalonian; Soangetaha; Interclub Debater (2 )
;
Holiness League; Volunteer Band.
Major: English.
Life Work: Teaching.
"Silence and viodes/y are the best ornaments
of uomcn.^*
Gertrude Jackson ("Jackie") Spencer, Iowa
Philalethean; Soangetaha; Holiness League.
Majors: English and History.
Life Work: Teaching.
"If silence is golden, she will soon he a mil-
lionaire."
Ernest Hamilton ("Hamie") Mendor, Ohio
Philalethean; Eureka; Men's Ministerial Asso-
ciation, president (4); Holiness League; Prayer
Band; Gospel Team; Chaplin of the Junior Class.
Major: English.
Life Work: Ministry.




LOUIS RUXION Li:OXA rURCHIS VIRGINIA SUMMERS JOKGE O. MASA
Louis Runion ("RiDiioii") Spencer, Iowa
Philaicthean; Eureka; Men's Ministerial Asso-
ciation; Volunteer Band.
Majors: History and Bible.
Life Work; Ministry.
"Wrifc nic rfi otic who lores his fclloivwan.^'
Virginia Summers {"Ginger") Lansing, Michigan
Thalonian, president {3 ) ; Soangetaha; Holiness
League; Prayer Band; Volunteer Band.
Major: English.
Life Work: Missionary.
"And when she passed it seemed like the ceas-
ng of exquisite music."
Leon A PuRCfiis ("Purehie") Lansing, Michigan
Thalonian; Holiness League; Prayer Band;
Gospel Team; Quartette; Choral Society.
Majors: English and Bible.
Life Work: Missionary.
"Music is said to be the speech of angels."
Jorge O. Masa {"George'^)
Sibalom Antiqua; Philippine Islands
Thalonian; Eulogonian; Gospel Team; Volun-
teer Band; Cosmopolitan Club, president (4)
;
Quill Club; Author of the "Life and Message of
Sammy Morris."
Majors: Philosophy and Psychology; History
and Social Science.
Life Work: Missionary.
"Angels listen uhen he speaks."
FORTY-NINE
GEORGE L. EDIE ORA JANE TAYLOR FRANCES THOMAS ELTON B. STETSON
George L. Edie {"Edic") Arlington, Ohio
Thalonian; Eureka; Gospel Team, president
(4) ; Holiness League; Quartette; Men's Minis-
terial Association; College Post Master (1) (2)
(3) (4); Student Pastor.
Majors: Music and Bible.
Life Work; Song Evangelist.
"A rolling or^iifi hunnony swells up iinJ
shakes auil falls."
Mansfield, Illinois
Thalonian; Soangetaha; Holiness League;
Prayer Band; Volunteer; Quartette, prize winner
(2); Gospel Team; Choral Society; Orchestra.
Frances Thomas {"Fannie'') Chicago, Illinois
Thalonian; Mnanka, president (3 ) ; Interclub
Debater (3); Junior Class, president; Holiness
League; Quartette; Choral Society; Gem Staff
(4); Gospel Team.
Majors: English and Education.
Life Work: Teaching.
"Eyes not down-dropt nor oicrOrighf, but fed
with the clear-piinited flame of thasfity"
Elton B. Stetson {"Bozo'') Missoula, Montana
Attended Intermountain Union College two
years; Philalethean; Eulogonian, president (4);
Interclub Debater (3); Intercollegiate Debater
(3); Editor of the Echo (4).
Major: English.
Life Work: Ministry.
"The tiorld is full of a number of things Vm
sure lie all should be as happy as kings.*
'--1^^
•WILSON PAUL RUTH FLOOD FRANCES BOGUE WESLEY DRAPER
Wilson Paul ("Wihoii") Upland, Indiani
Philalethean; Eureka; Intercollegiate Debater
(5); Assistant Instructor Department of Expres-
sion; Vice-President Sophomore Class.
Major: Expression.
Life Work: Teacher.
"All things coiiic to those that wiiit; I'll unit."
Ruth Flood ("Kufus") Greenville, Ohio
Philalethean; Mnanka, president (4); Interclub
Debater (2); Gem Staff (3) (4); Holiness
League; Assistant in Expression Department (4).
Majors: English, Philosophy and Expression.
Life Work: Teaching.
"Her voice is ever soft, gciific and low, an
excellent thing in a tuoman."
Frances Bogue {"Frank") Elizabeth, Penn.
Thalonian; Soangetaha, secretary (2) and vice-
president (4); Interclub Debater (2); Intercol-
legiate Debater (3) (4); Volunteer Band, presi-
dent (4); Gem Staff (3).
Majors: Mathematics and Expression.
Life Work: Missionary.
"Some think this world is made for fun and
frolic—and so do /."
Wesley Draper {"Wes") Upland, Indiana
Philalethean; Eurekan; Quill Club; Holiness
League; Prayer Band; Volunteer Band.
Majors: Expression and English.
Life Work: Missionary.
"The noblest mind the best contentment has."
FIFTY-ONE
ANNA OSML X C A IHliRlNL W AKD
RUBY BRELAND HELEN MAE BURNS EDITH G. MARKHAM
Ruby Breland ("Sue")
Crystal Springs, Mississippi
Phiialethean, president (4) ; Mnanka, president
(4); Interclub Debater (1); Intercollegiate De-
bater (3) (4); Echo Staff (3) (4); Holiness
League; Prayer Band.
Majors: English and Mathematics.
Life Work: Teaching.
"Her ways are iinys of plcas.au fnc^s and all
her paths are peace."
Helen Mae Burns {"Burns")
Williamsburg, Indiana
Attended First Year at Earlham College; Tha-
lonian. Basket Ball Team (2) (3) (4); Mnanka;
Holiness League; Gospel Team; Quartette; Choral
Society.
Majors: English and Music.
Life Work: Teaching.
"'Nature made her nJoaf she h and never wade
another.'^
Anna Osmun ("Ann"'') Asbury, New Jersey
Thalonian; Soangetaha; Prayer Band, president
(3 ) ; Holiness League, president (4) ; Gospel
Team; Women's Ministerial Association; Choral
Society.
Major: Social Science. \
Life Work: Missionary.
"Quiet and unassunirn}; she wends her uay."
Catherine Ward {Mrs.) Upland, Indiana
Phiialethean; Soangetaha, president (4); Inter-
club Debater (2); Holiness League.
Major: English.
Life Work: Teaching.
"A smooth and steadfast mind, gentle thoughts,
and calm desires."
Edith G. Markham Jamestown, New York
Attended C. E. I., Chicago, Illinois.
Women's Ministerial Association, Holiness
League.
Majors: Education and Biblical Literature.
Life Work: Christian Service.
"Generosity is the flower of justice."
'-^(fc?»""\^'^^G;
FIFTY-TWO
THERE was a certain mountain called the mountain of achievement. In the midst
of the mountain was a mighty cavern, containing a great forge, and guarded by a
secret door. Behold, suddenly I stood before the door and heard a voice, "What
dost thou here, man?" And I said, "I would prophesy."
And the voice said, "Bring thy scroll and write; behold, the time it at hand."
"Whom seek ye? Among this wicked people there are but few who shall be written
here—those who were faithful to their youthful vision."
And I said, "I seek the name of a school, that is to say Taylor, and of the tribe of
'28."
Then I looked and behold the name of a school appeared. And he said, "Write!"
So I wrote the name of Taylor, in letters of gold, tipped with fire and crimson blood.
And the hammer descended upon the anvil, and I looked and behold it was the
name of Jorge Masa. "One of my mystic saints," it said, "giving his life for the brown
children among the Philippmes." At the next blow there appeared the name of Mclvhia
Glcasoii gracing a parsonage home, and the mother of six.
Again the hammer fell, and lo, there were produced beautiful harmonies, which
lifted the soul into ecstatic delight and I wrote the name of Helen Bums. Then came
the name of George Edie, a preacher—bold, eccentric, the enemy of bobbed hair. Three
times the anvil rang forth, and behold I saw the names of three faithful servants of
great churches; they were Ernest Hamilton, Rosell Miller and Louis Runion.
The next name was that of Gertrude Jackson. She had refused the ardent hand
of Orlo Rupp in order to teach domestic science. Again the hammer fell, and lo a
marvel was wrought—two names forged as one inseparable, Deane Irish and Betty Beebe.
Another blow and Charles Wideinan, announcer for the great radio station B. U. N. K.
Chicago, was revealed.
Thus, as I wrote, the hammer fell again and as the smoke cleared away from the
ringing anvil, behold there shown forth a calm, sweet, brave missionary from the heart
of Africa, Anna Osmun.
Thus on and on: there was Dorothy Atkinson, a teacher of renown in Washington,
D. C. Ruby Breland was gracing the home of a college president in true southern style.
Esther Blank, a great leader for "Less Work For Women," was the arch enemy of all
deans of women. Frances Bogue and Ora Taylor, both disappointed in love, were devoting
their lives to relief work in the heart of Chicago.
There was shock upon shock and again I looked and saw the name of Ruth Flood,
world renown reader and artist. The next was Don Lewis, a man of ability, head of
the Methodist Board of Temperance and Public Morals; Elton Stetson, editor of the
"Community Courier of Upland;" Lela Macy, head librarian of the Chicago city library.
Edith Markham was a faithful teacher at Taylor University.
Next I saw Leona Purchis, whose voice blessed the world, even though she were
married. The next blow forged a second love link
—
Earl Allen, a man of brain, and
Frances Thomas, a woman of will, bound as one for time and eternity. Again I looked
and behold, there was sturdy, loyal Harry Wilcox, President of the University of
Michigan. Then for the last time the hammer ascended from the quivering anvil and
there was the name of Wesley Draper whom the world loved because of his poems and
stories.
As the final echo died away through the hollow chambers of the cavern, I looked
and saw that the forge was but a mass of dying embers. So I sealed the book and a great
thunder was heard in the cavern, and a smoke enveloped me so that I was confounded,












James Uhlinger Warren, Ohio
Much Ailo About Nothing
"All great men die young,
I'm not feeling well myself."
"We, as juniors, must contribute something
vital to the traditions of our school."
VICE-PRESIDENT
Mary Leisure Windfall, InJiana
The Mystery of Miny
"Her ever merry smile
Makes merry all the while."
When Jimmie was away Mary lead us on our way.
CHAPLIN
Bertha Pollitt Lansing, Michigan
She Was a Phantom of Delight
"Sunshine crinkled up in smiles
Laughter bright in shady aisles."
"All Juniors please remember your prayer meeting tomorrow morning."
SECRETARY
Helen Ripley Uhrichsville. Ohi.
ComeJy of Errora
"A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."











Lester Clough Centerville, Michigan
Lochhiiiir
"His gallantry lies in his everyday life."
BOTTOM row—
Lee Wilson Muncie, Indiana
A Gcnthnuiu from hnihuia
"Vd rather have an inch of MAN than miles
of pedigree."
Frances K. Clench Manitoba, Canada
The Guardian Augel
"Every life she touches is the better for her
touch."
Ruth E. Atkins St. Paul, Minnesota
Hoiv to Live
"No more would she ask than to help another
in a task."
Morris J. Baldwin Clarion, Pennsylvania
Declaration of hiJcpeudence
"A master at the Baldwin."
Dorothy Collins Fremont, Indiana
"The Heurf of the Hills"
"Always merry, never glum, makes a bright
and cheei-ful chum."
Frances M. Collins Theresa, New York
Maker of Dreams
"The lanJ of Nod her shore
Hers, sinceritv, evermore."
Nelson Burns Tiltonville, Ohio
Essay on Biirti'i
"With brains he passes all the rest
Plus imagination at its best."
FIFTY-EIGHT
Junior Class













EviRETT p. Shilliday Roscoc, Ohio
Tin- Easiest Way
"If business interferes with pleasure
cut out the business."
Althea Jane Osborne Westfield, Indiana
The Hcarrs Desire
"Her manners quiet and subdued
With happy friendliness endued."
Anna M. Stewart Toronte. Argentina
The Faerie Queen
"It is the heaven within her
That makes the liea\'en without.
Kitty J. Cox Rice Lake, Wisconsii
Poor Little Rich Girl
"Smiling face, tongue that's witty,
Clever brogue, and that is Kitty.
Albert Kralse Ely, Mmnesoti











Ronald Leach Whitesville, New York
Letters from an American Fiinner
"A six foot man to say nothing of his feet,"
LuciLE Miller Spava, Illinois
Heart of Gold
"To know her is to love her."
Edith Graff Johnston, New York
The Court of Inquiry
"Ninety-nine in education
Other things too, no evasion."
Carlton Schultz Skaneateles, New York
Travels with a Donkey
"Often in the dining hall
We could hear his riding call."
BOTTOM ROW
Harley L, Borden Warsaw, Ohio
Tristam Shandy
"Borden's brand comes in cans
—
Never comes in can'ts."
Garnet Williams Hartford City, Indiana
Her Fiither's Daughter
"A cheer)' smile, a winsome way
And friends are coming every day."
Ferris McKie Webberville, Michigan
The Valley of the Silent Man
"Honor lies in honest toil."
Jeff Paul Center Point, Louisiana
A Gentleman of Courage











George M. Anderson Paterson, New Jersey
The Other Wise Man
"He teaches with his life and deeds
As well as in mere words and creeds."
bottom row—
Leon Supernois Chicago, Illinois
The Piloi
"In quietness and confidence shall be your
strength."
Esther L. Anderson Corning, New York
The Trinnncd Lamp
"It's nice to be natural
For she's naturally nice."
Lena York Stony Brook, New York
The Florist Shoppc
"Her hair is no more sunny than her smile"
Josephine Deyo St. Paul, Minnesota
All Old-Fashioned Girl
"To see yourself as others do
Refer to Jo—you'll get the view."
Lawrence Bovll Terre Haute, Indiana
A Man Under Authority
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Charles B. Hahn Big Rapids. Michigan
Dchii/ci'^s Aiiii/ui!
"Silence is the argument to \\hich no man can
reply."
Pauline Glazier Wabash, Indiana
The Business WoiiiiHi
"Nothing to hard to meet;
All obstacles she defeats."
Idris Hinshaw Fountain City, Indiana
FloH ifi^ Gold
""The titian in her hair
Lends distinction everywhere."





Raymond Rice Upland, Indiana
The Last Ride To^i^cther
"A dillar, a dollar,
A ten o'clock scholar"
Helen Hessenauer Calllcoon, Pennsylvania
Helen of the Old House
"Come what will tomorrow for I have lived
today."
Gertrude L. Wideman Pine River, Minnesota
Sweet and Tiienty
"Never obtrusive—but you always know where
to find her."
Howard Runion Spencer, Iowa
Oh Money! Money!
"His life counts for many a man
Because he is a gentleman."
2^
SIXTY-TWO
WILLIAM 5. HA>X'KES KATHK'iN POOKMAN JLAN.,L;ri GKOII I OS LR. POLAXD
HAROLD PAILTHORP RALPH H. DAVISON ESTHER M. ATKINSON CARLTON HaRROD DONALD HANES
Kathryn Poorman Upland, Indiana
Sci cnfrcii
"A gentle lass with eye serene
Draws music from the violin."
Jeannette Groff Lafontaine, Indiana
A Little frciich Girl
"Sweet your melody
Singing to the soul."
Harold Pailthorp Mount Morris, Michigan Esther Mary Atkinson Upland, Indiana
Meeting at Nif-hf LaioiJcr and Old Lace
"A hearty grasp that speaks of strength." "Abundance of personality—her charm."
William S. Hawkes EnJicott, New York
Pilgrim's Progress
"Stalwart Cliristian character."
Ralph H. Davison Matthews, Indiana Carlton Harrod La Otto, Indiana
Poultry Raising Unknown
"An example of patience
And untiring effort."
Donald Hanes Upland, Indiana
A Woman in the Case
"A lad of manners seldom quick,
A heart that's warm, and hair that's slick."
SIXTY-THREE
SNtAK DAY
IN the fall of 192 5 seventeen states sent representatives to make up the "Class of
Activities," the class of '29. As Freshmen, we adjusted ourselves to Taylor and
her standards. As Sophomores we learned to take our part in Taylor's activities,
and demonstrated this by sending an expedition of our forces to pursue the Seniors on
their annual caprice. For three years now there has been an increase in that class spirit
which aims to develop Christian character.
"The higher we climb, the grander the view," seemed to vibrate as the turning
seasons brought our class together to enter upon the Junior year. Two year's climb
caused us to know our friends, to love our college, to see the world, and with willing
hearts to serve.
Thus, we climbed; and while we climbed to execute Taylor's traditions, we insti-
tuted our own original "Junior Day." On the morning of November 3 0, our class
adviser led the chapel hour. At noon the class appeared in crimson and gray sweaters.
In the evening a program of Junior talent was presented, in addition to the reading
of "The Hour Glass" by Prof. Pogue.
And still we climb—climb, to see the view grow grander yet, having received






ELSA BUCHANAN EVERETT CULP
KENNETH FOX
MISS Elsa Buchanan, the president of the sophomore class, was a very able leader.
Under her guidance and with the cooperation of the members of the class,
achievement was spelled out in bold letters. When Miss Buchan.in spoke she
commanded attention. Her ability as an executive was very acceptable and stimulated
the class to render the best of service.
Mr. Fox, vice-president of this organization, is a conscientious lad from Wisconsin.
He cooperated with Miss Buchanan and showed a fine spirit in the carrying out of
all his duties.
The secretary of the class was Miss Florence Jett. Miss Jett has been one of the
most active young ladies on our campus this year. With all her several duties she kept
her books well and the Sophomore class was proud to call her their secretary.
Mr. Gerald Wesche, the man who banked for the sophomore class, proved to be
a go-getter. Money seemed to be his middle name and at the close of the year he had
accumulated quite a substantial sum as a nest egg for us when we became juniors.
Every Wednesday evening we heard these words spoken clearly from the lips
of Everett Gulp, "All sophomores please remember your prayer meeting tomorrow




IN the far off city of Florence (Jett) which is celebrated for its art, Roses, Shephards
and its St. Bciiards (Leigh) , the majority Owen-ed by two Masters (Ina Mae) , Castro
and Palaiio— there was held beneath the Ray (Turner) of the Hob-son the annual
Taylor convention of the Cbristensen Sophomores. At the blow of the Buchanan Brokaw,
Ciirrie and Monikern Chase-d Sever-n Sophomores from the Gray Hall and Ruby
(Shaw) Chambers while the Miller and blackSw////) assisted the Piper in furnishing the
music as the Sophomores came out.
At the roll call all were Fuller fun but were L/ir/i-ed by the president to be quiet
so that the business could be carried on. Then much interest was displayed by the
Sophomores as their names were read, for each one had become famous according to
his own word. One fellow who Met-a-calf and was named Chubb carried a pet Fox
under his arm and was gleefully introduced to the audience as the court jester for queen
Consuelo (Massa) . John Paul Jones, famous war fighter arose and donated a Koch
stove to the clan that cost Somcrs near to fifty dollars. Helen (Hockett) that rivalled
Helen of Troy next came up and directed her Knight (Worth) to hand a Reynold
painting of McAllister in honor of his former service in Taylors Tip Top Trading Post.
When a Trout dinner was promised to the class all kept Mum-by aiding in keeping
silence in order that the roll call might come to an end. Patrick next was greeted by
the crowd but her Pierce-ing eyes soon captivated the heart of fair Willis and won him
away from the limelight. This incident caused Culp to Clench his fists in jealous rage and
strive to win the charm of Ona (Ingerson). Much argument was forthcoming when
All fie nominated Doris (Connelly) as Preceptress for the following year. She was
elected although Collins was a close competitor. After Gorcll and Hazelton coached a
basketball game in honor of the convention then Atkinson played a few selections on
the piano. Plans were made to have the next convention at Jackson, Michigan, 13 Lczi'is
street, Martindalc Manor; after which dinner was enjoyed and good-byes were said.
Then the Sophomores departed and left Maynard to put out the lights.
Well such a convention! Never was the campus of Taylor visited by a more
progressive bunch of conveners. The next convention of Sophomores which meets at
T. U. will have to go some to complete such a memorable event as did this jolly class.
It
Much was accomplished by the Convention. Many problems of science were
mastered, diction was purified, and dignity was acquired. Every Sophomore was satis-
fied with the event and as Juniors next year they expect to spell out the victories of




TWO years is not enough time in which to give an insight on the history or a class,
but it is quite sufficient when it deals with a class that is growing in importance as
the class of 1930.
Under the leadership of Wendell Owen and Elsa Buchanan the class started her
Freshmen days and steadily fitted into the activities of Taylor. She became accustomed to
Taylor's ideals and traditions. The big feature of the year was the Freshmen picnic
held in the fall term.
When another year rolled by the old students and a few new ones welded together
in a firmer bond of cooperation and quickly demonstrated the true Taylor spirit, not only
in religious activities but also in their class enthusiasm and loyalty.
The first event of this year was the Sophomore picnic held in the Glenn—a memor-
able event that will not soon be forgotten. Many say the Freshmen have all the pep
—
but who will say the Sophomores were behind the times when they surprised the Seniors
on Senior Day and gave them a unique home-coming reception? Valentine Day was
not overlooked for it was celebrated in the nature of a dinner. Who can forget the
Valentine exchange and the extemporaneous verses given at the dinner? Surely the
class of 1930 has constituted no small link in the Taylor chain.
SIXTY-NINE
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MARVIN STUART WALLACE DEYO HAROLD SPENCER
MARY DAVIDSON HOOVER PICKLESIMER
IN the first meeting of the freshmen class called by Mr. George Lee, after quite a
scramble Mr. Wallace Deyo, a lanky lad from Minnesota, proved to be the lucky
man for president. The freshmen were not sorry that they chose Mr. Deyo as their
president, for "as duty called he was faithful to obey."
Iowa contributed the vice-president of the freshmen class, in the person of Mr.
Marvin Stuart. This young man assisted Mr. Deyo whenever he was needed and par-
ticipated in all the activities of the class. "Marv" is a regular vice-president.
Miss Mary Davidson with her shrewd pen carefully and consistently did the secre-
tarial work of this class of '31. This young lady deserves much credit for the patience
with which she sorted out the valuable motions and other material voiced in the fresh-
men meetings.
Mr. Hoover Picklesimer could not stay with us throughout the entire year. Due
to eye trouble he was called home, but before he left his faithful orbs had searched
out practically every member of our class and he had extracted from each one his
yearly dues. Thanks, "Pickles," for your effective work as treasurer of our class.
What has been said of the chaplains of our upper classes can be repeated of Mr.
Harold Spencer, the preacher for the '31 ers. Every Thursday morning an able speaker
was provided and a goodly number were present for prayer, due to the tireless efforts
of this worthy chaplain. Spencer's work as chaplain gives us insight into what
he can do when he takes his station at his future post.
i(<^^U
SEVENTY-ONE
THROUGH the green Woods, down the Long, winding path strolled the loving pair.
"0,ivcn will you be mine?" he begged. Take this Kosc 'N' Grunt me your hand. Go
with me at once to the Churchill." "Haider, man this is too sudden. Let us Flint sit
down on the Mois cr the PenJergrass and Con over the situation." So they sat in the
Lee of a Hazclton tree and she Ack er man to Reeder some poetry. Wiley (while he)
read, she watched a bird Peck at a Berry on a bush near by. Soon she saw a Haivk in s ol-
itary flight. Then she noticed a Brown Fo\ and another Fur /ji/yring (bearing) animal
trotting through the Dale. By this time the sun was sinking in the West on (and) the
last Ray of light filtered through the trees. "We must go or I'll Freese," she cried.
But he said that he would Draper Shaw I around her shoulders to keep her warm.
"It has been a Dey, O so lovely," he sighed. "But all days will be lovely, if you Willetf
me call you mine. If you will consent, we'll go to Mount Vernon, or go to see the
Rhine, or spend a month at Bean Camp in Bre land. We'll have John's son get us a
Duck icurth a good deal. We shall have vegetables and fruit in our cEllar. The dress-
maker shall make you a beautiful dress, and the Shnmaker will fashion your dainty
shoes. The Taylor shall make me a new suit, and I shall buy me a new Derby. Your
flowers shall be sweet Williams. And I'll never think of the ex Spenc er anything. All
our friends will throw Rice on us on our wedding day. I shall never work in the Mill igan
nor split Rayls. I shall take a Long Cor respondence course in law, and be admitted
to the Bar, too. I'll buy a new Vincent car, and we'll use only Kendall gas. We'll build
a house or two and find some Tennents. Our children will go to a select School, you
know. I want two boys and would like to name them Dick, son and David, son and
Dai' is his nickname. O, say you'll be mine." But she shook her head in refusal. Imme-
diately he grew Huffy and cRoss. "You Loveless creature," he cried, and from his
eyes flew Sparks as from Col Burn ing. "Tell me why," he commanded. "I love another
man," said she
—
"Matt Hews." "O, woe is me," cried he, "I am Dunn for."
He bowed in defeat, then suddenly he lifted his head and demanded, "Where is
that man? I'll find him! I'll teach him! I'll find him, if I have to go clear to Middleton!"
"Oh, you mustn't do that, Joe, you mustn't," she cried. "I will," he repeated doggedly.
She started up with Blanched face. "But he would kill you! He is as strong as a lion
—
he is a hhckSmith." "What difference does it make to you if he kills me?" he demanded.
Mary blushed and then stammered, "B-because I-I love you—I was only trying to test
you." "Is it true?" he breathed, "Or em I dreaming?" "Nothing shall Sever nor separate




IN the fall of its eighty-second year Taylor opened wide its portals to embrace the
present Freshman class. Its enthusiasm trampled over prejudice and opposition and
overwhelmed obstacles. Taylor had called the new-comers to an unselfish work,
cleansed by devotion to an ideal.
Losing no time in organization the class held its first meeting October 17, 1927.
The officers who were elected are outstandingly leading the class in the work of
embodying in their lives the divine and spiritual element of the school.
The class is already becoming an asset to the college. It can display and advertise
talent that would rival any similar representative body in any scholastic institution.
It has contributed to Taylor a prize male quartette.
Freshmen have broken into all of Taylor's circles. Prayer meetings every Thursday
morning testify to their faith in God. This class has shown its possibilities when it
has been given charge of the Literary programs and various religious meetings, and
members of the class are well represented in every society.
With one accord the class selected as its advisor Professor Furbay, who is indeed
a true friend to the Freshmen, and whose influence is felt by every student.
Royal and pure, as signified by the Freshmen colors purple and white, are repre-
sentative of that ideal which the Freshmen are endeavoring to attain. The class already






THE group of Special Students at Taylor University include some who are post
graduates and some who are taking their work in music, art, and expression, and
some who do not have enough credits to become full fledged freshmen. This group
makes a vital contribution to our college activities.
In the past under the organization of our University, we had an academy but
since the administration found it more convenient to limit our student body to those
of college or university rank, we have done away with this department. Thus every
year the unclassified students grow fewer, but those students taking art, music, and
expression, together with our post graduates, perpetuate this organization.
This group goes through the same administrative responsibilities as do the other
groups. The president of this organization was Miss Roxy McCain, a Pennsylvanian, who
is specializing in Music. The secretary of the group was Miss Melva Horbury, another
member of the Music Department. The treasurer of the group was Mr. Stuart Weston,
the big boy from the "smoky city," Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
This fair group with its polish, dignity and poise added luster to our campus, a fact









Looking up at me,
Whimsy little faces
Roguish eyed I see.
Bright scarlet flashes here,
Here russets, fair to view;
Now here a face of brown.
Here, dainty tints of blue.
Purples of the evening sky—
And here, the purest white;
Tawny lustrous velvet,
Velvet swart as night.
What-e'er their color be
Their nodding faces tell
That quite as I love them
They know and love me well.
Sadie Louise M'ller
Storm clouds lower;
Thunders rumble in the west.
But up above the cloud
Is brightest blue;
And after rumbles cease.
And each dark cloud has blessed
The earth with copious shower.
Will come a bow of brilliant hue.
So every dark and stormy hour
Is crowned with peace;
For I am sure that He
Who owns the earth and me
Hath but allowed
Just what is best.
It is the only way Fie brings to view
His rainbow of resplendent hue.
Pushing its way from Heaven's glory
through
A storm-washed sky of blue.
Burt Wilmot Ayres
Hail, Easter Morn! Throw wide the gates of day
And shed the glory of thy victory
O'er all the earth, till groping hearts shall see
Immortal life revealed, for which they pray!
Renew the hope, and point the upward way
To failing, falt'ring lives beset by sin.
And let the Lord of Light and Life shine in
To overcome the grave and death's decay.
On this glad day, O Conqueror divine,
Raise my dead self and make it wholly thine!
Revive, untomb my selfhood, set it free.
Unbind my hands to minister for Thee,
Release my feet on errands kind to go.
And vitalize my lips with words that glow.
t:^(i?*'"V'-^^
PRESIDEiNT HERBEST THOMAS BLODGETT SECRETARY MRS. GEORGE EVANS
TI-1C Taylor Quill Cliih iays: "How do you Jo?
Wc ivish to lutrodncc oursclics to you."
UR club was organized five years ago with seven members—hearts and minds
aglow. We added some and also lost a few, until there are just twelve with
old and new.
We meet each week and tarry just an hour and try to amplify each other's power.
Sometimes we criticize, sometimes commend, and every mind is strengthened in the
end. Each member takes his turn by alphabet, and so he knows just when he has to get
his product ready, and he scratches round until a proper subject can be found, and
then he begs Dame Muse to help him write. She, though she knows it soon will be his
night, will often tease him for an hovu" or so, then flood his mind with beauteous
thoughts, and lo! he comes to club with something that is rare; and as he reads it to
us, we sit there and listen, and we just enjoy it so, we often wish the hour would
never go.
We started an associate club also, of students who delight to make ink flow.
The Echo prints their efforts many a time. They meet just once a term with us. And
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THE Thalonian Literary Society is the older of our two literary organizations, being
formed November 22, 1850. The society was named in honor of Thales, the eminent
Greek philosopher whose motto, "Know Thyself," has been adopted by the
organization.
The aim of the society, as taken from an old manuscript is "to inspire development
of the members in accordance with the highest standards of literary excellence."
There are many things of interest which are discovered when one peruses past
records. In some of the minutes of 1903 we find that the colors were pink and yellow.
They have since been changed to orange and black. Our list of officers is not as numerous
as in previous years.
Some policies of the society have been altered such as: roll
regular payment of the janitor; business meetings after the
fining of members absent from business meetings without excuse.
In all records we see progress, and the Thalonian Literary Society has always advo-
cated those things which are for the betterment of her members along lines mental,
physical and spiritual. This past year brought us much success. We practically doubled
our membership. Those who have joined our ranks have proved themselves worthy
of the name of Thalo.



















THE year 192 8 ushered in a new epoch in the history of the Philalethean Literary
Society. Fifty years ago, a group of earnest young men and women, desiring
to better prepare and develop themselves for service, banded together into the
Philalethean Literary Society under the motto, "Animi Imperio Corporis Servilio
Utimur."
In the years immediately following its organization, the society encountered a
hard struggle for existence. In 1881 the members became so discouraged that serious
thought of disbanding was entertained. However, the obstacles in the way of further
progress were finally overcome.
As the years passed, school life underwent many changes and the Philos found, in
the fall of 1922, that due to these changes, the society was not meeting the needs of
the students as it once had. The constitution was revised and the Philos stepped forward
with their new motto, "Forti et Fideli Nihil Difficile." In the spring of 1927 it was
found necessary to still further revise the constitution.
The Society seeks to develop each member into a well rounded personality, so
that he may go out from Taylor better able to uphold the standards of Truth in the
world. In striving to fulfill this condition we should seek to make the history of the
future more glorious than the history of the past. Philos are "Lovers of Truth."
EIGHTY-THREE
,NE of the highest honors bestowed upon the students of any university is the
privilege of serving on some station of the Annual Staff. Hours of daylight as
well as hours of night are constantly burned by the tireless efforts of the Staff
to produce a book superior to any published previously. This, of course, was the task of
the 1928 Gem Staff.
Miss Elsie Fuller, the stenographer of the Staff, worked her fingers very nimbly
over the various epistles and documents which went forth for the Staff.
Mr. Lionel Clench, with his artistic taste and elaborating cardboard for posters,
proved his worth to the Staff.
Mr. Paul Mosser, one of our astute sophomores, did the usual duties of Assistant
Advertising Manager.
Our Advertising Manager, Mr. James Uhlinger, having acquired a conversa-
tional approach to mankind, induced many new firms to place an "ad" in our book.
Mr. Lee Wilson, the Subscription Manager of the Staff, not only handled the
subscriptions well, but carried out with the same ability the new calendar proposition
which the Gem Staff introduced.
The Photographic Editor, Mr. Harrison Wilcox, constantly kept the picture
business "on the jump."
Our Humorous Editor, Mr. McAllister, gleaned from the conversations in the
Book Store many of the jokes found herein, and edited very carefully for us his diary.
Miss Elsa Buchanan, the Alumni Editor, very ably carried out a retrospective
of our past student history.
Mr. Stuart Weston, our Athletic Editor, performed his gymnastics very capably
in this Department.
The Organization Editor, Miss Esther Blank, ran many relays but at last accu-
mulated all the material we find herein.
Miss Frances Thomas, our Literary Editor, very carefully watched all gram-
matical errors, spelling, and other defects which might have occurred in the book.
Our Second Assistant Editor, Miss Dorothy Atkinson, had many duties imposed
upon her which should not have been hers; nevertheless, she worked fearlessly and was
always at her best.
The First Assistant Editor, Miss Ruth Flood, proved a worthy helper to the
Editor in his work.
The artistic design and color scheme of our book is due to the tireless efforts
of our Art Editor, Miss Florence Jett. This young lady worked with unceasing
fervor to make this Gem the work of art that it is. Too much praise cannot be given
to her for this work.
Mr. Lawrence Boyll, '29, "the man with the dough," kept a very accurate record
of the assets and liabilities for the Staff.
Mr. Robert Clark, of the class of '29, our Editor-in-Chief, managed each
department with the utmost care and ability. All hours of the night a light could




BUILDING upon the able foundation laid by Editor Shilling and his prede-
cessors, the Echo has steadily advanced to the completion of another successful
year.
Interesting features of the previous years, such as the Inquiring Reporter and
Open Forum, were repeated with success.
Something new appeared in the Courtesy Corner conducted by Beth Severn.
The most outstanding feature of the Echo this year was its interesting and varied
literary department. This was developed by Anna Stewart in her "Literary Gleanings,"
using many poems and stories written by our home celebrities.
Sports were efficiently represented by Morrts Baldwin and his assistants. One
of the chief aims of the Echo was to give the sports of Taylor their rightful place
among recognized activities of the school.
Alumni news is hard to get at all times but Ora Taylor as Alumni editor
contributed a snappy and varied column throughout the year. Many interesting letters
from former students found their way into print.
The most widely read and eagerly sought contributor to a college paper is its
Joke Editor. This year Raymond Rice contributed a column of jokes each week
which gave the paper its "spice" and "punch."
Too mvich cannot be said in commendation for the work of the news editor, Miss
Ruby Breland, and her corps of reporters. Upon them developed the responsibility of
furnishing the news, snappy and up-to-date, for each issue. Faithfulness was their
middle name and efficiency their attainment. Lillian Scott was special reporter for
the School of Music.
The members of the Business Staff are the unsung heroes of a college paper.
Behind the scenes it was the tactful and wise management of Howard Runion, who
piloted the Echo through a successful financial year. He, with the help of his assistant,
Virgil Brown, with Wilson Paul as subscription manager, and Everett Shilliday
and Tracy' Martindale in charge of the circulation department, a strong business
staff obtained. Special recognition is due Harrison Taylor for his work as advertising
manager.
One of the outstanding features of the paper was the class contest in which each
class published one issue of the paper. The Faculty voted the Freshman issue to be the
winner.
The Editor-in-Chief, Elton B. Stetson, and his assistant, Albert Krause,
devoted their time and energy unstintingly to develop a well orbed paper devoted to
the best interests of the school and the Kingdom. Through editorials. Open Forum
discussions, the Editor's column and "Bozo says" they labored to build a strong, sane,







^^"^"^ TE are all acquainted with the person who admits that he knows nothing
^W about art, but who 'knows exactly what he likes.' This admission may be
justifiable in the person of scant educational advantages, but the person
to whom modern educational opportunities are available should not find it necessary
to take such an attitude."
Especially would such an attitude be out of place at Taylor where there is a
splendid opportunity to study art and its appreciation.
Taylor offers a varied course in its Art Department: water colors, oils, interior
decorating, design, and has introduced this year a new course called "Arts and Crafts"
which combines basketry with clay and leather and includes a very interesting and
novel work in glass painting. Besides these, we have the opportunity to study Art
History and Art Appreciation.
There were twenty-si.K students enrolled in the Department. There seemed to be
an increase in interest and joy shown in the work.
The moving of the Domestic Science Department from Swallow-Robin to their
new quarters in the Wisconsin building last summer gave room for the enlarging
of our Art Studio which was beautifully redecorated.
An Art exhibit is given at least once a )'ear, and the head of the Department
presented an unusually good one this 3'ear during Commencement Season.
It has been only in recent years that we have realized fully the desirability of Art
in American education and we are glad it finds a place at Taylor.
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THE DISPLAY
THE reproduction of the interior of our Art Department which you see proves
to you the competent training which the students receive from their able instruc-
tor, Mrs. Mary Shilling. Mrs. Shilling has served the student body of Taylor
University for a number of years. Her husband, a one time acting president of the school,
left to her the possibilities of training young men and women to produce, not only imita-
tions of God's handiwork, but also consistent Christian characters.
In the department this year there have been produced many valuable contributions
to the art world. The Art editor of this Gem has received considerable training through
Mrs. Shilling. The Assistant Art Editor is also a product of Mrs. Shilling's efiicient
teaching. Mr. Howard Runion has produced numerous paintings for which he has
commanded quite a substantial price. Many students of the department could be men-
tioned not only of this year's class but of classes in the past who are indebted to our
Art Department for their aesthetic training.
The Art Department deals in other fields besides that of painting. Basketry,
raffia work and clay decorating are taught. The new glass painting was welcomed with
enthusiasm by the Art Crafts class.
Since the department has enlarged its quarters and since the students are realizing
more and more the value of this training for the appreciation of life, it is expected




SPEECH and dramatic art have represented an organized activity at Taylor for a
number of years. In the early years the head of the department was W. C. Dennis.
Miss Cobb, who came in 1909, headed the department for about ten years.
Then two years later Professor Pogue took up his duties with the school, and rapid
growth in the department was the result. There are now two assistant instructors and
about seventy students. The classes are so arranged that each student has an opportunity
to recite before his class at every recitation. Practice recitals are held once a week,
thus giving to the student, an opportunity to appear before a larger group about
once a term.
The department has an organization consisting of a president, secretary, and
treasurer. Perhaps the greatest achievement of the year was the remodeling and enlarg-
ing of the new recital room which was built with funds secured from lyceum numbers
sponsored by the students and amounts given by Professor Pogue and friends of the
department. This room is on the top floor of the Main Building and has a seating
capacity of about two hundred and fifty, with a roomy platform equipped with
stage lights, curtain, and other accessories essential for the highest type of work.
It utilizes a large space that previously was of little value.
Students realize that expression is essential to their training, and each year the
number graduating from this department has made a steady increase.
XINETY-TWO
Mmsic Departmnent
FROM I OUR TO FORTY
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY has long realized the cultural value of music in her
educational program, and the year 1927-2 8 has shown a continued increase of
interest in this, one of the strongest departments of the College.
The weekly Practice Recitals, in which members of the department participate,
were designed to prepare the students for appearance in the public recitals which are held
each term. The majority of numbers were for piano, voice and violin, and the excellent
quality of work done in these lines was shown by the selections presented. In addition,
there were vocal quartettes, smaller ensemble groups of stringed instruments, and various
other musical combinations. These recitals were well attended, and constituted a valuable
part of musical education.
Other public performances of organizations in the School of Music were of high
grade. The University Choral Society, under the direction of Prof. Wells embraced
about fifty members chosen from the School of Music and the College, and gave
the annual Christmas, Easter and Commencement oratorio or cantata. The Orchestra,
under the leadership of Prof. Fenstermacher, played on various public programs.
The Public School Music Course is accredited by the State of Indiana, and this
course is correlated with courses in the College.
The fact that fully one half of the entire student body enrolls in some form of
musical endeavor shows the interest of students in this particular department of the
University.
MELODY MAKERS
THE Taylor University Orchestra has just closed its fourth season under the
direction of Mr. Fenstermacher. The past year has been one of great development.
Each year some members are lost through graduation, but this handicap
was admirably overcome and the Orchestra grew to be an organization of forty-five
members, with increased technical ability and better tone quality. Many comments
were made by those who heard the orchestra in regard to the increased volume and
tone quality of the string section.
Use was made of the orchestra at a number of public programs and chapel
programs. A notable appearance was on the evening program of Legal Hundred Day
in the Fall term.
During the winter term a selected group from the orchestra rehearsed with the
University Chorus and played the accompaniment to the Cantata, "The Seven Last
Words" by Dubois, which the chorus gave on the afternoon of Good Friday.
During the Annual Conference of the North Indiana Conference held in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, just after the opening of the spring term, the Alumni of Taylor,
together with friends of the school, held their Annual Banquet. Here the entire
University Orchestra was featured.
One of the most notable features of this organization was the interest that each
member had in his work, and the loyal support that all the members gave the leader.
NINETY-FOUR
NIGHTINGALES
W[TH its sixty voices, the '
life of Taylor University
Choral Society, is an important factor in the educational
ity. For a number of years this organization has been pre-
senting cantatas appropriate to the Christmas, the Easter and the Commence-
ment seasons. These renditions are enjoyed not only by the students but by the
community at large. In fact people come for many miles to hear our chorus sing.
This ye.ir just before the Christmas holidays the society, under the capable
leadership of Professor Wells, presented "The Coming of the King" by Dudley Buck.
The pre-Easter production was "The Seven Last Words" by Dubois. This number is
an impressive description of the Garden scene in the life of Our Lord. The University
Orchestra conducted by Professor Fenstermacher accentuated the descriptive parts by
feature numbers.
The final number of this body was rendered before the commencement visitors.
Everyone who had the privilege of listening to the work was much pleased. A better
number than Gounod's "Holy City" could not have been chosen for such an occasion.
It seemed as if at this performance the members were at their best.
Much credit is due to Miss Bothwell who very ably accompanied the rendition?,


















THE Student Volunteer Group, a very profitable branch, sprang from the Prayer
Band which was organized very early in the history of our school. In 1901 the
nucleus of this organization was formed, and since then there has been a constant
stream of life coming into the band, sharing its blessings and going out to perpetuate the
principles of Jesus in the benighted areas of the world.
This year the Student Volunteer Group, while it seemingly has diminished in
numbers, gained in enthusiasm and ideals. The Presidents of the organization, with their
varied programs throughout the year, have constantly kept the missionary fire burning.
A member of the organization was Mr. Robert B. Clark, State President of the
Indiana Student Volunteer Union. The Group very ably backed the eiforts of Mr. Clark
in the State work, and as a culminating feature sent the largest delegation to the State
Convention held at Franklin College, Franklin, Indiana.
The Student Volunteers is the one organization which keeps aflame the missionary
spirit of Taylor University. The ideals, the motives and the passions of Bishop William














T HE Prayer Band was first organized in 1889. From the beginning its chiefemphasis has been that of prayer; praying not only for its own immediate needs
but also for the needs of the uttermost parts of the earth.
Students with hearts burdened and hungry for an increased knowledge of God,
and with His passion and vision for lost souls, have found this hour of worship one
of sweet and beautiful fellowship.
Through the faithfulness of the group from year to year God has shown Himself
strong in their behalf and has done great things for His honor and glory. He is still
showing Himself mighty in our midst. Praise His name!
God created us for His glory and He, Himself, is with us to be our Captain. As
the children of Judah prevailed because they relied upon the Lord God of their fathers
(II Chron. 14: 18), so we can go forth conquering and possessing in His name. Let
us claim it by faith and seek to know the exceeding greatness of His power.
Andrew Murray in his book "With Christ: In the School of Prayer" says, "Power










NOT many years ago if a group of young women had undertaken to form an
association with a purpose such as that of the Gamma Epsilon Club, thev would
have been greeted on all sides either by censorious criticism or amused indulgence.
Today, however, the place of women's ministry in the work of the Kingdom is finding
recosnition.
The organization was established two years ago during the first year of Miss
Madeline Southard's association with the school. Miss Southard was then president
of the International Association of Women Preachers. With her characteristic vitality
she gathered about her a small group of young women who had consecrated their
lives to the ministry or to some other form of active Christian service. The name
"Bearers of Good Tidings" was chosen, symbolized by the Greek letters, Gamma Epsilon.
Miss Ruth Lortz, the first president of the association, is now active in the
ministry in Oregon. Associated with her is Miss Hattie Seever, another of the charter
members.
For two years the organization has been privileged to send representatives to the
annual convention of the International Association of Women Preachers.
If the Women's Ministerial Association maintains its present rate of progress,






1 ALL lERM WINIHR TERM SPRING TERM
KENNETH MAYNARD ROSS JACKSON ERNEST HAMILTON
ROSELL MILLER KENNETH MAYNARD TRACY MARTINDALE
^ ^ 11 D ECAUSE of the large number of men and women in Taylor University who
li D were engaged in looking forward to the Ministerial work, believing in an
association for inspiration, instruction and acquaintance with ministerial
duties and problems, desiring to be in the best prepared condition possible for the King-
dom's work," a group of Taylor students met in December nineteen and twenty-two for
the purpose of organizing themselves into a ministerial association.
Early in the life of this organization, the policy of its work was made two-fold:
(1) to secure competent speakers, either from the faculty of the school or non-resident
men, to present to the prospective ministers the practical problems of a pastor's life; (2)
to give the members opportunity to develop themselves by practice preaching under
constructive criticism.
This past year has been one of peculiar and important influence on the members
of the Association. The speakers who have been introduced were all men of exceptional
worth, ability and experience. Among these were Dr. Paul, Dean Howard, Dr. Owen,
Professor Wells, Rev. Woodford Taylor, Rev. Asay, Rev. P. B. Smith and Rev.
Stevenson.
It has been the purpose of the Men's Ministerial to anticipate some of the problems
of a pastor's life, and by securing competent speakers to aid in solving these situations.




FALL TERM WINTER TERM
PRESIDENT JAMES UHLINGER CHARLES WIDl-MAN




FOR years the Holiness League of Taylor University has met on Friday eveningsn that "stamping ground" familiar to all, Society Hall.
How our hearts rejoiced in the larger anticipation of these meetings! How thrilled
we have been at the definite manifestations from God! How tears have flowed for joy
to see great numbers of students yield to Christ. Who can forget the ringing testimonies,
the fervent prayers, the hallowed singing, the victorious shouts and the earnest exhorta-
tions that echoed during its weekly meetings. Memories of them bring recollections
that will serve to inspire students in their future work for the Kingdom.
Truly God has placed His approval upon the League, for it has influenced men and
women who today are staunch leaders and workers in the great field of Christian
enterprise, both at home and abroad—men and women who carry with them that fire
of enthusiasm and that loyalty to Christian truths which are vitally essential to the
ife of today.
What future there is in store for this organization cannot be said, but the Holiness
League will continue to be a force for the spiritual deepening of the student life of




PRESIDENT GEORGE EDIE Sl^CRETARY ONA
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY MILDRED BARNES
AN interesting feature of the student life of Taylor is the fact that it sends youngpeople out to care for the souls of the world.
Students especially interested in laboring in the "harvest field" in surrounding
churches are organized into what is known as the Gospel Team Association. Officers are
elected from the student body, and a faculty advisor is appointed.
Preachers, evangelistic singers, and personal workers go out practically every week-
end into churches to hold revival services and be of assistance to the pastors. During
Christmas and Spring vacations teams go to Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, and sometimes to
New York, as well as to churches in all parts of Indiana.
It is a weekly occurrence to hear Dr. Paul in Monday morning chapel service call
for Gospel Team reports. It is interesting and especially uplifting to hear the students
report of the work in various churches and to hear how the Lord called souls to repent-
ance and believers to Full Salvation.
Much credit for the success this year was due to the president, Mr. Edie, for his
planning and placing of teams, under God's leadership. Every student who desired to
do this work was able to go at least once for the Master and His cause. Not only is the
Gospel Team Association a means of winning souls to Jesus Christ, but it is a means of
giving the students valuable experience and blessing while in school in preparation for
greater service in later life.
PRESIDENT FLORENCE JETT SECRETARY HELEN TROUT
I
N October the "worst kids in town" banded together into an organization which
they called the "P. K's." Composed of about thirty-five members, it has become
one of the "peppiest" organizations in school.
The "Preachers Kids" came to the front in a special dinner which was served in
the T. U. Dining Hall. Three tables, decorated in pink and green, shone forth from
the dimly lighted "west end," and to the strains of Mendelssohn's wedding march,
the little group, representing in costume a wedding procession, marched slowly down the
center aisle. A wedding ceremony in pantomine was enacted, accompanied by the
usual flowers, and the throwing of rice and old shoes. After dinner the "P. K." song,
composed by two of the members, was sung. In closing, the "P. K." yell resounded
through the dining hall.
The Preacher's Kids, believing that they really amount to something after all,
believe their organization to be the best in T. U. In the outside world where there
are only five or six minister's kids in each small town to at least a hundred or two
others, they do not have a chance to thrive and grow properly, but in our school,
where there are so many of us, we can expand and grow, and our talents become
more pronounced. It is our purpose to put the "Preacher's Kids" on a higher level.
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THE only inter-collegiate event in which Taylor University participates is debating.
The debaters are very carefully coached for their numerous combats by the
Committee on Forensics.
The Debating Coach, Dean W. A. Saucier, from the beginning of the school year
until the close of the debating season, meets weekly with his several teams and weighs
with them all the accumulated argument and evidence which they have gleaned from
their intuitive minds and constant research. Just before the debates he very carefully
selects his speakers because of the strength of their arguments and then expects them
to win.
Professor Barton Rees Pogue, the second Hoosier Poet, offers coaching in the
delivery and in the stage appearance of the debaters. Professor Pogue watches the move-
ment and the delivery of each debater, and offers valuable criticism, which in the end
produces polished speakers.
Dr. John Owen listens in on the numerous frays staged between the local teams
and very carefully points out the inconsistencies and the illogical conclusions of the
speakers.




FORENSIC activities on the campus of Taylor University have developed as the
school has grown. Previously the literary societies in their regular programs every
Friday night staged extemporaneous debates. Later the societies developed the idea
of having one or two evenings devoted entirely to argumentative combat. Following
this at the annual Commencement, contests and debates between the two societies were
staged as a regular event.
Soon the officers of the literary societies discovered that literary development and
debating skill could be divided into two separate fields. As this ray of light broke in
upon the leading members of the societies they conceived of a plan which was the
nucleus of our present debating clubs.
Taylor University is known as a school which does not participate in very many
intercollegiate activities, but after her faculty and administration had discovered the
value of public speech and debate to the students they at once entered into the field
of intercollegiate debate. From the very first it seems that Taylor has had remarkable
success in this field of adventure. Many have wondered how this comes about, but
if they would attend one of the regular Saturday evening club debates or would listen
to an interclub contest, they would find the reason for Taylor's achievements in this
line. It is through the debating clubs that Taylor develops her skilled debaters.
Dr. Walter C. Glasier, one time dean of our institution, gained for Taylor many
laurels. He tirelessly labored with his teams, and, having a clear logical mind himself,
impressed upon the debaters the necessity of thinking accurately and quickly when in
action.
Dean Saucier with his forensic knowledge has continued to build upon the founda-
tion laid by Dr. Glasier. He, too, furthers the principles established by Dr. Glasier, and
the success which his teams have attained in forensic combat is due to his constant
instruction.
As Taylor has reaped in the past, so it is believed that in the future she will con-




BLl H SEVERN HELEN HES5ENAUER FRANCES BOGUE
First Speaker
FOR the first time in our forensic history, Miss Beth Severn, a prominent member
of the Sophomore class, appeared on our platform as a debater—Miss Severn was
very careful to enunciate her words properly and to weigh her argument with such
deliberation that she not only disturbed the cquilibrim of the opposition but convinced
both the audience and the judge of her ability as a debater.
Second Speaker
The second speaker of this illustrious affirmative team was Miss Helen Hessenauer.
Miss Hessenauer is a member of the class of 29. This was her first year in intercollegiate
debatmg also, but with her strategy she proved to be equal to the task for which she
was selected.
Third Speaker
Miss Frances Bogue was the third speaker of the affirmative team and is a veteran in
forensic activities. Miss Bogue has debated for Taylor for two consecutive years. She
is a member of our graduating class. This young woman has a fine platform appear-







BERTHA POLLITT RUBY BRELAiND ELSIE FULLER
First Speaker
MISS Ruby Breland, the buxom Miss from Mississippi, was the first speaker of our
girls' negative team. Miss Breland has had two years of intercollegiate debating
experience. With her southern accent and her debating skill she makes an able
and efficient debater. As she is a member of the Senior class this may prove her last year
in forensic combat.
Second Speaker
Miss Elsie Fuller, the second speaker of this team, made her debut as a debater this
year. Miss Fuller has found that debating is attractive and educational. In constructive
argument she presented a very consistent case. She was forceful in her manner and deci-
sive in her argument.
Third Speaker
Miss Bertha Pollitt, '29, with her charming personality and her forensic experience,
as third speaker of the negative team, presented the final issues of the case. Both in
constructive argument and in rebuttal Miss Pollitt put the opposition to a most severe
test. In summing up the case for the Taylor team. Miss Pollitt showed decided ability.










the first speaker of the affirmative, after giving a brief
istory of the question at once plunged into a vital discussion of the
problem. Very carefully he outlined the affirmative case, then at once proceeded to
convmce the avidience that the first assumption was valid and substantiated the fact.
In rebuttal Mr. Bo^ll covered his work well.
Second Si'eaker
The second speaker, Mr. Wilson Paul, tactfully continued the constructive argu-
ment of the case. This was Mr. Paul's first experience in intercollegiate debating, but
with his training in the department of expression he made a definite contribution to
the team.
Third Speaker
The outstanding addition to Taylor's debating squad was Mr. Charles B. Hahn.
Mr. Hahn, with his pleasing and melodious voice, charmed his audiences, and with
skill he demonstrated real debating ability. Never alarmed and yet constantly pressing
his case, he waxed eloquent. In rebuttal he carefully weighed the argument of the oppo-
sition, and after sorting out the main issues succeeded in destroying their case.
Alternate
Mr. Kenneth Fox, first alternate, appeared but once in debate but at that time
he proved his ability, and he is very promising material for the coming year.
Alternate
Mr. Everett Shilliday, alternate, transferred his ability to the negative team and
there also showed his efficiency in one debate.
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ONE HUNDRED T'VVELVE
DEANE IRISH EARL ALLE.M ROCERT B. CLARK
WILSON PAUL HARRISON TAYLOR
First Speaker
MR. Robert B. Clark, a second year debater, continued to carry His usual zealand fervor for the negative team. In rebuttal Mr. Clark riddled the opposition
point for point with his rapid delivery. In presenting the case he showed marked
improvement over his last year's work. It is expected that Mr. Clark will prove a
valuable asset in forensic activities in 1928.
Second Speaker
The second speaker for the negative, Mr. Deane Irish, continued his forensic
activities with his usual firmness and consistency. In constructive argument Mr. Irish
was at his best, building a very strong case freighted with much evidence. Taylor will
lose a valuable man as Mr. Irish is graduated this year.
Third Speaker
Mr. Earl Allen, the walking encyclopedia of our campus, continued to hold up
this worthy name in his debating activities. Mr. Allen concluded the argument for
the negative. In rebuttal he carefully pointed out the inconsistencies of the opposi-
tion and skilfully showed how he and his colleagues had won the debate. Mr. Allen
also is graduated this June.
Alternates
Mr. Harrison Taylor and Mr. Marvin Stuart, both chosen alternates, failed to
appear in activity. However, these men may be heard from in the future and it may
be expected that what has been said of the regular debaters this year may be said of




February 10 Tcrrc Haute
February 10 Taylor
February 24 N. Manchester
February 24 Taylor
March 9 Crawfordsville


































ISS Mildred Urch, the first speaker of the team, presented her case in a very
clever manner. She had a pleasing personality and was very decisive in her delivery.
Her constructive argument counted much toward the building of a sound case.
Second Speaker
Miss Helen Hockett, the second speaker of the team, was very self-possessed on
the floor. Her argument was given in a cool and logical way. In rebuttal she parried
point for point with her opposition.
SPRING DEBATE
First Speaker
Miss Lucile Reynolds, the first speaker of the team, very ably handled her con-
structive argument and in rebuttal did a piece of work that showed skill in debating.
Second Speaker
Miss Doris Connelly, the second speaker of the team, spoke with persuasion and
convinced her audience that she firmly believed in the argument she was presenting.








ISS Hilda Zellar, the first speaker of the team, did very credible work. This
young lady is a member of the chiss of '29. Her style was very accurate, logical
and forceful. She convinced the judge that she believed what she said and for
this she received commendation.
Second Speaker
The Sophomore member of this Mnanka team was Miss Beatrice Patrick. Miss
Patrick was at home on the floor, and the ease with which she spoke proved her
familiarity with the question. Her rebuttal was good.
SPRING DEBATE
First Speaker
The first member to present a case in this team was Miss Lena York. She too, is
a member of the Junior class. Miss York's pleasing manner proved the value of
her course in expression. She spoke clearly and forcefully and her rebuttal was excellent.
Second Speaker
Olive Davis, a Freshman of our school, very carefully showed her metal in this
debate. Her rebuttal was fine and her delivery proved to be acceptable to all. In con-








HAROLD PAILTHORP ALBERT HABGOOD
WINTER DEBATE
First Speaker
ALBERT HABGOOD, a special student, in his second year of work at Taylor per-
formed very acceptably in this debate. His method of presentation was very
effective.
Second Speaker
A Junior member of the team was Jeff Paul. Jeff proved to be the brains of the
team for, in keeping his colleagues straight on terminology, he showed his ability to guide
an argument.
Third Speaker
Lester Clough was the second member of the class of '29 to appear on the platform
for the Eurekans. Smooth talk with persuasion and skill explains Clough's ability.
SPRING DEBATE
First Speaker
Harold Pailthorp was a member of the Junior class and a good debater. In delivery
he was superb and in rebuttal he held his own well.
Second Speaker
The second speaker of this team was also a Junior. Mr. Harrod appeared for the
first time on Taylor's floor as this was his first year in our midst. Mr. Harrod proved
worthy of the trust bestowed upon him.
Third Speaker
Paul Breland was so bashful that he did not appear to have his picture snapped
with his colleagues. Mr. Boyll, another member of the Club, took his place to balance the
picture. Mr. Breland did not appear so bashful on the floor, but with his debating skill
he very nicely made up for his non-appearance in this cut.










WILLIS D. TAPPIN, a Junior who comes from New York State, was the first
speaker for the winter debate. As a cool and collected debater, he was especially
good in rebuttal.
Second Speaker
As second speaker of the winter interclub debate, Rosell S. Miller, a Senior from
Illinois, did fine work. With his clear and forceful analysis of the case, he was a great
aid to the team.
Third Speaker
A leading and most esteemed Senior from Michigan, Harrison Wilcox, was the
third speaker on the team. Wilcox excelled in delivery and constructive argument.
SPRING DEBATE
First Speaker
The first speaker for the spring interclub debate was C. Stewart Williams, a
Freshman coming from Dryden, New York. Forceful and convincing delivery was
his strong point.
Second Speaker
F. Hazen Sparks was the second speaker. Sparks is a Freshman from Newton, Iowa.
He held the audience with his snappy argument.
Third Speaker
The Sophomore class was represented by Everett Gulp of Lansing, Michigan. He


























Resolved. That the air service of the United States should be a separate depart-











colors: blue and cold
FALL TERM WINTER TERM SPRING TERM
PRESIDENT ESTHER E. BLANK CATHERINE B. WARD MELVINA GLEASON
SECRETARY HELEN HESSENAUER LUCILLE REYNOLDS AVA M. IRISH
THE Strong-hearted Maidens this year celebrated their 14th anniversary. During
the past years the club has grown in nvimbers, in efficiency, and in usefulness.
From her ranks have gone women who have become fiery evangelists, women
who have become national leaders, and many women who have made the world better
by their contribution to humanity. Success can not be measured altogether by outward
achievements; nor can the value of a debating club be determined by immediate results.
Yet in the years to come, as in the years passed, prominent women will look back
and realize how much of their success is due to the training they received in a debating
club in Taylor University. The Soangetaha Debating Club prepares one for service
by the knowledge she imparts, by the training she gives, and by the broadening influence
she exerts upon young life.
A year full of activity, of progress, and of success, has just passed. The ranks of
the club were filled until her membership reached over a half a hundred. Among its
new features are the beautiful cabinet, which contains the club banners and other
property, and the honorary certificates which are given to those graduates who have
been members of the club for four years. With the valuable assistance of their advisor,
Dean Howard, they are looking forward to greater achievements in the future.
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EVERY weaver of "The Orange and White" is thrilled with the accomplishments
of her debating club. Turning back to written records we find that in the year
'21 a group of enthusiastic girls organized the Mnanka Debating Club for the
purpose of developing in younger women the ability to think and to speak in public.
The Mnankas now stand abreast of their sister club, the Soangetaha in member-
ship, and organization. Starting with a charter membership of twenty-four, the club
now has fifty active members besides honorary and associate members.
Within a few weeks after the Mnankas had organized the Soangetaha club chal-
lenged them to an Interclub debate. In this encounter the Mnankas showed their ability
to debate by winning the championship banner. Since that time the championship
banner changed hands from time to time fostering a spirit of friendly rivalry and
teaching the rudiments of debating. Out of the interclub debates the Mnankas have
held this banner five times. This interclub debating has not only meant much to the
participants, but has paved the way for many to engage in intercollegiate debating for
the college. This year we were proud to have four members representing us in inter-
collegiate activity.
The training received in the debates given from week to week and the opportunity
for parliamentary drill has proved most helpful and interesting to every Mnanka. This
is all symbolic of our name and emblem; ""The Spider Web," symbolizing "Weavers of
Knowledge."










THE year 1927-28 found the Eureka Debating Club prepared to launch a program
which time shortly verified as being remarkably successful. As in former years,
the annual Eureka "Jamboree" proved to the majority of the new men that the
oldest debating club on Taylor University's Campus possessed a genuine interest in
the future of her prospective members.
Vision precedes the vehicle of progress. With this truth in mind the Eurekans,
seeing the demands of life beyond college days, devote their organization to the training
of members in the arts of debating decorum and parliamentary practice; believing that
the possession of these arts is necessary for wide service in a world which needs well
equipped men.
Athletic triumphs tell of the development of the body as well as the mind. Basket-
ball and baseball are the sports in which the Eulogonians and Eurekans yearly compete.
Entrance into the realm of music was attended with marked success by the Eurekan
Glee Club and Orchestra in 1927.
During the years of growth and development many of our members have gained
places in the ranks of our intercollegiate debating teams. Looking toward the future
the Eureka Debating Club aspires to build that type of character which will be chal-
lenged by the tasks of tomorrow.
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ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FOUR
COLORS: GREEN AND GOLD
FALL TERM \k'INTER TERM
PRESIDENT ELTON B. STETSON HARRISON WILCOX




FROM a practical standpoint no study offers better preparation for the every-
day affairs of life than does debate. The man who is an expert in the use of argu-
ment holds the master key to success in all lines. The business world, the professional
world, and the political world eagerly welcome the man who can effectively present his
thoughts. In every business, in every profession, and in every department of govern-
ment the skilled debater becomes the leader of men.
Realizing that the college should be a place in which young people are trained
for places of leadership, a group of young men, a number of years ago, organized the
Eulogonian Debating Club. Down through the years of the club's history, she has dili-
gently trained her members in the art of debate, in extemporaneous speech and in par-
liamentary procedure. Today, Eulogonian-trained debaters are scattered to the four
extremes of the universe.
Each member has shown himself worthy of the name "Eulogonian" by his zeal and
enthusiasm in participating in the club's affairs. The hotly contested debates from
time to time have been extremely interesting as well as instructive and have served as
a means of bringing latent talent to the front.
Marked improvement can be observed in each member after a few months' stay
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THE Taylor University Athletic Association has sponsored one of the best athletic
programs that Taylor has ever known.
Through sharing in a general reorganization of school activities the Association
has come into more vital contact with the entire student bodv. Student control with
faculty supervision has been instrumental in bringing about a more equally divided
program which does not interfere with any other activities, and which supplies the
essential development in the physique of the largest number possible of the students.
When the Club series in basketball for the men was increased and the Society series was
decreased, there was greater interest among all concerned in both events. Tennis con-
tinued to be one of the major sports. Although rain hindered the Society tournament,
the "Racketeers" came back with a vengeance in the Fall and made use of the fine
tennis weather.
In all, sports of every kind have featured. Teams have displayed good coaching;
individual stars have not sacrificed team work; and there have been some real exhibitions
of skill and training. Taylor students are ready to offer a program of athletics that will






GOMER FINCH NEIL COMPTON ROBERT GORELL ROBERT CURRIE
PHIL LOVELESS EARNEST SHUMAKER FRANK ACKERMAN
N^EIL CoMPTON Guard
Neil played great ball all during the season.
He was high score man of the Club series.
pFriL Loveless Center and Forward
"Red" displayed the dash and zip on the floor
that makes ba'.ketball a fast game.
O Robert Gorell Forward"Bob" was one of the main cogs in the Eurekas
offense. When he got. near the ball, there was
always plenty of action.
Frank Ackerman Guard
Ackerman played a cool, steady guarding game.
His fine work on the defense helped the Red and
^'hite pile up the score.
(W
Earnest Shumarer Guard
"Schumaka" played h;ird and fast. He was a
good dribbler and aided the Eurekas with his
close guarding and fast recovery.
Robert Currie Forward GoMER Finch Guard
Currie was the man of the hour for the
Eurekas. He played in only one game, the last;
but his fine work sealed the fate of the Eulogs.
i^^e'»""%^^^.<^
Short but sweet. Gomer's specialty was break-
ng up Eulog plays. He was a snappy guard.
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-TWO
ALEX BOURQUARD GILBERT SPAUDE EVERETT GULP DONALD DICKSON
LEE WILSON PAUL MOSSER ERNEST JOHNSON
Lee Wilson Forv
Lee's heady floor work kept the Eulogonians in
the thick of the fight at all times.
Donald Dickson Guard
"Dick" was high point man for the Eulogs.
His sharpshooting had the Eureka rooters gasping.
Alex Bourquard Forward
Alex looked very small along side of some of
the big boys. However his ability to dodge and
shift more than made up for his lack of heftiness.
Gilbert Spaude
ERNEST JOHNSON Forward
"Ernie" did some very good playing for his
team. He was quite a ball hawk and played a
consistent game.
Spaude was a crack floorman. He was excep-
tionally good on recovering stray shots and
rebounds.
Paul Mosser
Paul was a thorn in the flesh to the Eurekas.
His sterling guarding was classy enough to end
the worries of any college coach.
I^A'^W
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-THREE




ANNA STEWART MARY POLING
MARY EDYTHE MILLER
Bernice Kendall Forward
"Bernic" was a dead shot. The Thalos held
their breath when she made her lightning pivots
and let the ball fly for the basket. She was high
scorer of the series.
Mary Edythe Miller J. Centc
"Mike" was a very good jumper and quite
handy at recovering stray passes. "Fight to th,*
end," was her slogan.
Melva Horburv Forward
Evelyn Durvea Sub Center
"Ike" made a line running mate for Kendall.
She was an excellent passer and could be depended
upon to score regularly.
Ruth Owen For -d
"Sparky" is not very big. but my how she can
play tiie game. A sure shot, she was always a
source of trouble to the Thalos.
Louise FIazelton R. Center
Bubbling over with pep, "Lefty" was an at-
traction in all the games. She was a very earnest
and clean player.
Continually on the move, "Little One" added
plenty of action to the play in the middle court.
She was adept at following the ball.
Mary Poling Guard
"Husky" was a veritable stone wall on the
defense for the Philos. She was exceptionally agile
and smothered the Thalo oflense.
Anna Stewart Guard
"Ann" was ilie other girl that made up the
Philo's superb defense. She was a polished guard
and was blessed with lots of stamina.
one hundred thirty-tour
T
RUBY SHAW LILA LONGCOR ARDIS SN£LL MARY ELLA ROSE DOROTHY MIDDLE TON
NAOMI GEGAN EUNICE DAVIS MARIAN DERBY
LiLA LONGCOR Forward
"Rusty" was the high scorer for the Thalos.
She was a sensational shot iind thrilled the
rooters with some of her unusual field goals.
Marian Derby Guard
Derby was the most versatile player in th<:
rchool. Before the season was over she had played
es'ery position and played them as only Derby
can.
Mary Ella Rose Forward
"Rosey" made a specialty of receiving passes
from her centers and feeding Longcor. Whenever
her partner was covered, Mary Ella was good for
two points.
Dorothy Middleton Center
RuEY Shaw R. Center
"Rubens" played with might and main. Always
in the thick of the fight, to her the game was
never lost until the last whistle blew.
A very dependable guard was "Dot." She was
constant worrv to the Philo forwards.
Eunice Davis
Eunice was a very good utility player. When
the Thalo distress signal went up, she was the
one who went into the breach and tried to stem
the tide.
Ardis Snell
Here; there; everywhere. Ardis was a revela-
tion as a basketball player. My how she could go
after the ball.
one hundred thirty -5IVE
Philalethean Boys
«e:^»5iBS*»~4w«» ^Qdm^
LAWRENCE BOYLL ALEX BOURQUARD PHIL LOVELESS
JOHN PAUL OWEN FRANK ACKERMAN ERNEST JOHNSON
Alex Bourquard Forward
A neat dribble; a sudden shot; two more
points for the Phllos. Alex was high point man
of the Society series.
Laverne Spaulding Forward
"Spade" was a ripping floorman. He excelled in
snatching passes out of the air and converting
them into field goals.
ERNEST JOHNSON Guard Phil Loveless Center
"Ernie" used his brawn to good effect. Always
n the thick of the fight, he did his best to pre-
ent Thalo baskets.
John Paul Owen
"Red" knew how to play his position with
the best of them. He was the "keystone" of the
Philo attack and he more than did his part.
Guard
Converted from a forward, John Paul blos-
somed into an unusually fine guard. He proved
his worth by his excellent passing and defensive
playing.
Lawrence Boyll Guard Frank Ackerman Guard
Boyll did clever work for the Philos. His stam-
ina helped his team to stay in the game.
Ackerman was an important link in the Philo
chain. He steadied the team in many a critical
moment by his careful management.
S^(SJ>«"»\U^,^
ONE HUNDRED THIRTV-SIX
GILBERT SPAUDE ROBERT GORELL DONALD DICKSON EARNEST SHUMAKER
PAUL MOSSER NEIL COMPTON LEE WILSON
Neil Compton Center
Neil is a big, fast man. Basketball is his hobby.
He helped the Thalos considerably.
Robert Gorell Forward
"Bob" showed excellent basketball ability. His
speed in following the ball was outstanding. In
every play he was at his best.
Gilbert Spaude Center Paul Mosser Guard
Spaude was everywhere pulling down passes
and breaking up Philo plays. He fed the ball to
his forwards and thus aided them to score heavily.
Lee Wilson
Paul is the cream of the guards. His abilitv
to know what to do at the right time wai
uncanny.
Forward
Lee was a quiet, steady player. He was not
spectacular, but he was as dependable as any
Thalo player. He was their high point man.
Donald Dickson
A loose ball; a sudden thump; three men on
the floor. Everyone knew that "Dick" was after
the ball. He was a real guard.
ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-SEVEN
Record of Qames
Eureka 3 3, Eulogonian 29.
EUREKA-EULOGONIAN SERIES
Eurek.i 3 0, Eulogonian 26





























1. Thalos 3 0, Philos




3. Thalos 23, Philos 23.
4. Thalos 3S. Philos 16.
INDIVIDUAL
THALOS
Players F.G. Fouls T.Points
1. Wilson 9 S 26
2. Compton 10 3 23
3. Gorell 10 3 23
4. Shumaker 9 3 2 1
5. Dickson 8 3 19
6. Spaude 7 4 18
7. Mosser 3 1 7
8. Currie 2 9 4






















1. Philos H, Thalos 2 5
2. Philos 28, Thalos 19
3. Philos 28, Thalos 23
Philo
4. Philos IS, Thalos 20
5. Philos 18, Thalos 13
6. Philos 13, Thalos 14
3 1, Thalos 16
INDIVIDUAL RECORD
PHILOS
Players F.G. Fouls T Points
1. Kendall 44 14 102
2. Horbury 9 11 29
3. Owen 9 2 20


















ALTHOUGH the inter-society baseball series was shortened to three games, interest
in baseball seemed greater this year than for a long time. After the first game
the Philos looked as if they were sure winners. However, the Thalos came back and
were winners of the series.
With the advent of the new athletic field, baseball at Taylor ought to
take its rightful place along side of basketball and the Taylor "T's." Baseball is our
national game. Let us have more of it.
STANDING
Pliilos 12, Thalos 6 Philos 0, Thalos 2 Phi'.os 6. Thiui 13







































THE first inter-club baseball game of 1927 was played April 3 0. The game was
hotly contested until the seventh inning when the Eurekans launched an avalanche
of base-hits, which, combined with some poor support by the Eulogonian infield,
gave the Red and White enough runs to win the game by a large margin.
The second game was even harder fought than the first. It was not decided until


























DIRECTLY behind our new beautiful gii'ls' dormitory to the west, we find under
construction one of the most outstanding features of Taylor University, the
new Athletic Field. This is the gift of the class of '27 with the aid of Mr. Garr,
our landscape artist of Cambria City, Indiana.
Each graduating class of the institution, in gratitude for knowledge acquired and
fellowships established, endeavor to repay their Alma Mater in some small way for these
attainments. Different worthy projects are proposed and from them one is selected as
the appropriate gift.
Track and field sports at Taylor have suffered for many years. Even without
proper equipment for outdoor sports the students have made wonderful exhibitions
of their athletic skill.
In the light of this fact, and of the fact that the citizens of Fort Wayne were
to give Taylor a new Gymnasium, an adequate athletic field was essential. The class
of '27 sensed this need and thus we have the project under construction.
Being a class proposition, each member shared equally in the financing of the
project. Mr. Garr carefully drew the plans and outlined the various attractions that
the field was to contain.
The entrance to the field which is directlv west of the proposed Gymnasium is
guarded by two massive stone pillars. Just inside the entrance is a large shrubbery
plot, in the center of which is a huge boulder bearing the class inscription. This plot
divides the road on either side and makes an artistic and unique entrance.
Along the east edge and north of the entrance, are to be found nine tennis courts.
Dircctl)' west of these are to be found the baseball diamond, surrounded by a fifteen-
foot, quarter-mile cinder track. The south end of the field contains provision for a
large Volley ball court on the east and with a field for Soccer located in the southwest
corner. From this review one mav easilv see the value of such a gift, both to the
institution and to the coming generations of students.
At the present time work on the field is progressing nicely. It is hoped that the
formal opening may be held in the fall of 192S. Much praise is due this progressive
class for their permanent contribution to a bigger and better Taylor, and their thought-
ful unselfish sacrifice for the betterment of future student bodies.
Upon the completion of the field and the new Gym, Taylor will be able to offer
to any student a place in which he will not only be able to gain religious training and
scientific knowledge, but physical fitness as well. In this day of achievement such a
well rounded college career will fit future citizens for the best that is in life. Sound
Bible training, right moral and ethical living, strenuous mental gymnastics, and plenty
of physical exercise will fit any young man or young woman to meet life with a zest and
to live it.
Not only will the class of '27 always share in the athletic activities of the school,
but many students will be able to develop to the full the strong ps^-chic need in this
mechanical age. Much praise is due this honorable class.
ONE HUNDRED FORTV-TWO

A BRIEF review of tennis activities could be made by stating that the biggest matchof the year was "Tennis" versus "Rain." And yet, there was plenty of action
in the tournament to offset the moisture.
The Philos won the spring tournament "between showers." It was not decided,
however, until the last match had been played. For the Thalos, the girls won two
matches: Spreen had an easy time in the singles, and doubled with Jensen, she was able
to do her share of the work in winning a hard fought match from York and Mucheler.
Jack Shilling featured as the star of the tournament. He played consistently from
beginning to end. Only once was he hard pressed. That was in what proved to be the
deciding match, when he finally rallied to take over Spreen and Mosser after the latter
combination had pounded he and his partner in the first set. Wing turned in a flashy
game at the net and helped Jack win the men's doubles. In the final match, Ockenga
was lost among the cuts, drives, and uncanny placements that Shilling offered him.
The second annual all-campus tennis tournament, played on the Taylor courts,
resulted in a victory for John Paul Owen in the singles, and for John and Wendell
Owen in the doubles. Incidentally the Owen brothers were winners of the doubles
championship in the first all-campus tournament held in 1926. To win the doubles
championship the Owen boys won a decisive victory over R. Curry and Dr. Owen.
From the very first, much interest and rivalry was evident among the participants.
The freshman class was well represented, both in players and in spectators. In fact, the
new students entered into the contest with more enthusiasm than any of the other
classes. All the matches were bitterly contested and provided numerous thrills for the
spectators. The stamina, courage, and "never-say-die" spirit of the players added greatly
to the tournament. The contestants were so equally matched that it was hard at any
time preceding the finals to pick the winners. Throughout the tournament the outstand-
ing thing was the fine sportsmanship shown by both the players and rooters. May it












Philo victory—6-2, 6-1, 6-0
Girls' Doubles—
Thalo—Ida Marie Spreen, Dorothy Jensen




Philo—Jack Shilling, Chunk Wing
Thalo—Harold Ockenga, L>-nn Mosscr






|N the morning of May 2 5, 1927 speculation ran high regarding the final score
of the inter-society track meet. Philos and Thalos alike were confident of victory.
Competing men of both teams were nervously limbering up as the crowd of
rooters gathered to witness this battle to decide physical prowess.
Although the field was not in very good condition, the competitors showed excel-
lent ability. As far as the weather was concerned the day was ideal for a track meet
and the rather strong wind caused very little diificulty. Many of the contests were
hard fought; however, the Philos retaliated somewhat for the year before and "copped"
the victory by a score of 83-30. The Blue and White took ten first and six second
places. The Orange and Black took one first and five second places. In the standing high
jump and pole neither team was superior and both had to be satisfied with ties for
first places. Wayne York of the Philos was high point man of the meet, scoring
sixteen points as a result of winning three firsts and a third. Snell was second with
fourteen points as the result of winning two firsts and a tie for a first. The running of
Brown, a Philo freshman, in the distance races was one of the features of the day.
Albert Eicher broke the school record of eighteen feet nine inches for the running
broad jump by making a leap of twenty-one feet seven inches.
The Thalos were handicapped somewhat due to the fact that, for some reasons,
several of their best men were unable to enter.
The cooperation and good spirit manifested throughout the entire contest was
wholesome and gratifying, commending both the societies and the competing teams.
On the new athletic field, given by the class of 27, we are anticipating some sensational
exhibits in track events.
There has been a tendency to overlook the importance of track work in Taylor's
program. To stimulate interest in this type of athletics, the Philos initiated the practice
of awarding track letters as a token to those who qualify with the society's stipula-
tions. This seemed to have the desired effect in increasing the interest in track and we
hope that the Thalos will follow soon with a similar measure to reward the efforts




CAUGHT IN THE ACT
100 Yard Dash—







3rd., Leach _. Thalonian









Distance: 5 feet, 3 inches
Standing Broad Jump—
1st., W. York Philalethcan
2nd., Turner Thalonian


















Snell _ _ __ Philalethean
Turner _ Thalonian
3rd., W. York Philalethean





Currie _ Thai niian
Height: 9 feet, 6 inches
220 Yard Dash—
1st., \V. York Philalethean
2nd., Pinch _ _ Tha.on.an
3rd., Chubb _ . ^ _ Thilonian
Time: 24 seconds
2 Mile Run—
1st., V. Brown Philalethean
2nd., L. Clench Thalonian
3rd., Castro Philalethean
Time: 11 minutes, 26.5 seconds
880 Yard Dash—
1 St., Grove Philalethean
2nd., Shilliday ^ ._ . Philalethean
3rd., Eicher _ .- Philalethean
Time: 2 minutes, 1 6.7 seconds
100 Yard Low Hurdles—






TRLbiDLNT IILRULRT BOASE SECRETAKV SADIE L. MILLER TREASURER J. ELOYD SEELIG
EACH year finds large numbers of alumni flocking back to the Taylor campus to
look once more upon the familiar scenes, to renew old friendships, and to view
with delight not wholly unmixed with some element of sorrow the various
changes which have taken place since they, too, were students here. This year we have
gladly welcomed back many of these alumni among us for a short while and rejoice
that their love for their Alma Mater is so strong that it draws them back once more.
We always think of them as still belonging to our Taylor family. All of our Taylor
brothers and sisters can not visit us often—some not at all—for a large number of
them are scattered around the world. But the family tie is strong nevertheless.
We are all proud of the accomplishments of many of our alumni. Each year
some go abroad as missionaries. Many teachers and ministers of the gospel also go out
from our halls to do their part in this world. Christian doctors, business men, and
those of various professions may add their names to the list. Those of whom Taylor
can well be proud are too numerous for individual mention. They all unite in proudly
raising her banner throughout the earth. For it is these alumni who most reflect the
spirit of Taylor and by their lives and deeds bring renown to their Alma Mater. We
may truly be proud of these who have so admirably mirrored the Taylor spirit in the
world.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY is on the highway of the world. One of the chief
advantages is the opportunity afforded its students to receive messages from the
leading men and women in the service of the Kingdom of Christ. The tranquil
atmosphere of the beautiful rural campus seems to make an eminent visitor more
approachable. Consequently when these leaders are met on the campus of Taylor, the
student in after life feels that he knows them better.
The convocation on the campus of Taylor beginning before Commencement this
year was under the leadership of Doctor H. C. Morrison and Doctor William H. Huff.
Doctor Morrison is editor of "The Pentecostal Herald" and former president of Asbury
College. Doctor Huff is not only known as an evangelist of national reputation but his
extensive ministries in South America have added to him the distinction of an evangelist
to the western hemisphere.
The Baccalaureate Preacher
The baccalaureate preacher of this year was Bishop William F. Oldham. Bishop
Oldham is a spiritual son of William Taylor, the namesake of this institution, and is
regarded as one of the greatest living missionary statesmen. He is a great friend of
this institution. After his extensive ministry in India he has given eight years to the
South American area and is now on the verge of retirement.
The Commencement Speaker
It was the desire of the administration and also of the senior class to see a leader
from another denominational field on the list of speakers. In the light of this fact. Dr.
Clarence McCartney, a prominent elder of the Presbyterian church was chosen.
Doctor McCartney has been moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
church. Though a much younger man than was William Jennings Bryan he was a
close friend of that eminent statesman and it is well known that Mr. Bryan had a
warm friendship for Taylor. Doctor McCartney's stand for the fundamentals of
historic Christianity has made his influence felt throughout Christendom. At this time
he is pastor of the great First Presbyterian church of Pittsburgh.
Visiting Talent
Aside from the talented platform men that Taylor has in its own faculty, a
number of excellent speakers are listed among the visitors for the program this year.
Notable among these is Mr. B. J. Williams, a distinguished layman from California,
who has shown a very wholesome Interest in the young people on the campus of Taylor.
Mr. Williams is an eminent organizer in the business field and is having some fame
thrust upon him in the field of letters. His article some months ago In the "American
Magazine" entitled "Have a Heart" attracted nation wide attention. Mr. Williams
speaks on Monday night of Commencement in the inspirational rally in the interest
of Taylor University. The faculty has voted this year to confer upon him the degree




"Listen my children ami yon shiill bear
The fame ami roiouii of the Volunteer."
FRANCES BOGUE, the President of the Volunteer B.ind was speaking. A hush fell
upon her hearers as they thought of the secrets that awaited them.
Long, long ago, students of T. U. dreamed of foreign lands. As time has passed
their dreams have come true.
To Edna Brooks those dreams mean smiling black faces of Africa. Mr. L. A. Broun
IS preaching the "good news" in Vangasur, Congo-Beige, Kilwu. Lois Cupc at Kismu is
having her share in the joys of soul-winning. Mr. and Mrs. Mitrphce at Old Umtali,
Rhodesia are lifting precious lives from heathen darkness. In W. Africa, Mr. and Mrs.
John Weni^atz are well loved by the natives of Missao, Americana Malanje, Angola. Mr.
and Mrs. Stoddard are seeing lives transformed and kept for God in French West Africa.
lla Scoiill is having a happy life at the Nyadira Girls' School, S, Rhodesia. Leofa Hap-
good and Mrs. J. McCosh are home in the States after full terms of service. Two noble
volunteers have given their lives for the cause of Christ in Africa
—
Oliver Mark Moody
and /. C. Oi enshire.
In Central America Sara M. Cox is battling against superstition and skepticism.
At Coban Guatemala, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oliver are seeing lives transformed.
The futures of other Volunteers took them to far different surroundings. In the
Methodist Hospital at Wuchu, China, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Brown are blessing lives.
Clara Caris is serving her Lord at Shanghai. Grace Ellison is braving real dangers at
Chengtu, Szechuwan, W. China. Mr. and Mrs. Kobsdn are seeing Chinese lives changed
at Nanking. Clara Saner is being used for God at Tiensin. Mrs. C. W . Troxel is working
and winning at Tungchangfu, Shantung. A number of Volunteers have spent faithful
years in China and are now home on furlough. Among these are Mr. and Mrs. O. C.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Biisbey, Mr. and Mrs. £. P. Cidver, Leola Hilt, Ethel
Householder, Floy Hnrlbitrt, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. McClish, Martha McCutcheon, Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Osborne, Mr. and Mrs. George Scogield, Doris Wencke, Cora Rahe and
Bessie Frtinke Broun. Jessie Edivards is studying at Hartford Seminarv, Hartford, Conn.
One faithful Volunteer, Leola Phillips gave up her life in China. Mr. and Mrs. Wood-





Japan has been blessed with the earnest labors of S. Dni in Tokyo, A. K'lrumiula,
Vernon Hitchcock, Kashiicagi, and Mark Shaw who are poviring out their lives for
Christ. Lenora Seeds and Mabel Seeds, two of our faithful Volunteers, spent the best
years of their lives there and have gone on to be with Christ since they came back to
America.
The dreams of Taylor days are now realized as Mr. and Mrs. On /lie French are
seeing souls being brought to Christ in Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. CottDigham are experiencing the joy of bemg co-workers
together with Christ in the Philippine Islands. Miss Ruth Atkins has had the thrill of
bringing girls to Christ in a Girl's school in the Philippines. She is now back with us
at T. U. to continue her college work.
Marshall Racke/f is having the rare privilege of preaching in the Bible land of
Palestine.
Samuel Cnlpcpper is seeing his dreams come true in Porto Rico.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. lllick are showing the spirit of the Christ in the Hospital
Latino-Americana at Pueble, Mexico. Ruth Copley is serving her Lord amidst the glamor
and romance of Mexico.
Taylor dreams and the call of God took Mabel Park to Peru, S. America, and
A. L. Pofcr to Conception, Chile, S. America. Mr. Diaz is now back among his own
people preaching the glorious truth.
India with its thousands of sin-burdened hearts is the loved-land of many of our
Volunteers. Ralph Henuing has had the joy of seeing natives of Bangalore sing the
praises of our Lord. Olive Dunn at Bareilly, and Cora Fales at Belg.ium are telling the
sweet story. E. A. Fiddler is working for Christ in Nandynon. In Bijnor Margaret Flaher-
luan IS pointing souls to the One who satisfies and fills. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hastings
are serving the Lord in Lilitpur. Mr. and Mrs. Burt Opper are telling the good news
in Bangalore. In Arrah Behar, /. Wascom Pickett is seeing his dreams of service made
real. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Rogers are winning victories in His name at Harpalfur, Bundilk-
hand. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sharer are meeting real problems in Belgaum, India. Percy
Smith is drawing men to Christ at Khairgark. Maynard Ketchani is seeing service at
Bangalore. Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Eicher are experiencing their first few months of real
missionary effort in that land that is so dear to them. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lewis, Alice
McClellan, and Mrs. Charles Soilberg are home on furlough after years of faithful labors.
Alfred Snead after a number of years of fruitful service in India, is now Foreign Secre-
tary of the Christian and Missionary Alliance and is living at Nyack, N. Y. Vcrc Abbey
is on an extended furlough and is taking further study at Hartford Seminary, Hart-
ford, Conn.
Such pictures to the Volunteers of several years ago were only dreams. Now they
are realities. A while ago they seemed impossible. Now transformed lives m heathen







THE Cosmopolitan Group is an embodiment, on a small scale, of Bishop William
Taylor's world-wide vision. Its membership, which represents different countries
of the world, speaks in part of the influence that the college is exerting with
respect to missionary movement. These students have not only proven themselves an
asset to the life of the student body as a whole, but their contact with the church
people in nearby communities, through Gospel Team work, has been an nivaluable
inspiration in the promotion of world outlook and world sympathy.
While it does not have a regular meeting like the debating clubs and literary
societies, yet the spirit and attitude of its members to world problems and to the place
of Christianity in modern social order, have widened the outlook of students and have
deepened the consecration and loyalty of many to the cause of the Christian Church.
However, the close spiritual fellowship among the members themselves, and the unri-
valed friendship that has been brought about after a year of pleasant association, are
something that will inspire its members even in the days that are to come. In the near
future, when its present members shall have been scattered to different places of the
world, and shall have assumed responsibilities in the great field of human endeavor, thi
spirit and ideals of the Cosmopolitan will no doubt lend strength and encouragement




THE missionary note which is outstanding at Taylor brings to her continually
young men and women that have as their prime motive the carrying of the Gospel
to distant lands. While these graduates go out to bring the peoples of other nations
into a vital contact with Jesus Christ, they also make other contributions of which
Taylor may be well proud. One of their occupations is the collecting of antiques, relics,
and sundry other things of interest for the University Museum. There are in the museum,
collections from all nations including Africa, China, India, Japan, and our own United
States. Each nation has a very unique and interesting display. We also have in our
museum the cradle in which the distinguished Bishop William Taylor was rocked to
sleep.
This year a very startling piece of animal structure was added to the museum
in the form of a gigantic mastodon unearthed from a swampy farm tract a mile and
a half southeast of Upland. One of our professors, John H. Furbay, with a crew of
thirty-five energetic college students unearthed this massive skeleton. Piece by piece it
was extracted from the earth until we now have the beast on exhibition in the museum.
The jaw of this mastodon measures thirty-five inches in length, and his thigh bone
measures over four feet, and his lower jaw contains a perfect display of his teeth.
Pictures of this skeleton were published in many leading newspapers throughout
the United States and the news reels of leading Motion Picture Houses carried interesting
displays of this prehistoric elephant.
Professor Furbay believes that if he continues his search In this swamp he will
find numerous other remains of prehistoric beasts. The swamp is an ideal place for
the entombment of such relics since it is very low and the ground is well packed. The
animal of which we have spoken has been well preserved and much toil was expended
in its excavation.




President of Taylor University
I saw a tempting morsel near the pool,
Where jackals and black bear were wont to play;
My partners on the ridge called me a fool,
Because I spoke of getting it, one day.
There were no two-legged rulers in our land;
No Grant County, and no good old Indian';
There were hills and vales and trees and canyons grand,
And certain glades, a dark and treacherous sand.
They told me that my family was old.
That my forbears had their struggles through the years,
And my blood was hot, and I was most too bold;
My power and my faine had quenched my fears.
My family was not to live for aye.
They were to yield their betters this good land;
They were to have a decent burial day,
Return to dust, and leave ine, lone and grand.
It's lone and grand that I am now, they say,
A farmer's plow proclaimed my resurrection day;
And eager spirits, "college boys," so called.
Surround me, in their fancy den installed.
It is good morning, to a country new and green;
The dark vaults of a peat bog came between
My wild, free world where I was glad to roam













H"UMOR seems to be one of the most essential things in all the world. At leastthere are a lot of people who try their best to produce it, but they only manage
to make monkeys out of themselves. A joke told by some certain one may be
entirely without that certain something which causes us to chuckle and laugh. Humor is
a very subtle thing. It is strange how it may make a person either a very desirable guest
or a tiresome bore.
Humor is used for many things. It may be used to make a person more enjoyable
in company, or it may be used to show how little a person does really know. It comes
half way when you go out to meet it. It comes in handy in the home, in the office,
on the train, in the city, or in the country. If it were not for humor, life would bel
all brittle.
Now that we have fully explained and apologized for humor we hope that a lot
of serious-minded people will take it more seriously.
HE HAS A GOOD HEAD FOR IT
Finch: "If I were a doctor, I'd specialize in bone surgery.
Phil Loveless: "You'd have a good head for it."
* * »
OUCH ! ! !
You go a-walking down the street
And trail a nifty Jane.
She trots a pair of high spike heels
And floats a hefty mane.
You double time and hurry up;
You plot a clever scheme.
But she turns and looks around
—
And things ain't what they seem.
ONE HUNDRED SIXTY-THREE
Dotty Congdon: "Is this town dead?"
Mary Davidson: "Dead! It is a one-horse town, and the horse has sleeping sick-
ness at that.'
A college professor: A man who is paid to stud)- sleeping conditions among
students.
Lee Wilson: "Did )'ou hear about Cory stepping in front of a train?"
Melvina: "No, was he killed?"
Lee: "No, the train was backing up."
" and that ain't half of it!"
"No, sir. That's only the first quarter."
Dorthy Hobson: "They say that the dining hall hostess gets as much pay as a
college professor."
Elsa B.: "Why shouldn't she. Her courses are a lot more popular."
"Per the love of Pete," cried the waiter with a tray on each hand, "scratch my nose
for mc before I go crazy."
The early bird has to get his own breakfast.
Don Rose: "Rosengrant tried out for yell leader."
Stuart: "Did he go over big?"
Don: "No, he went over backwards."
Tappin: "Did you read in the paper about the new Ford?'
Jeff Paul: "What paper was that in?"
Don Rose











Miss Burns: "What did they put Neil out of the game for?"
Miss Rupp: "For holding."
Helen: "Well, isn't that just like him."
SPEAKING OF FUNNY PLACES
Martindale: "Where is my cap?"
Mohnkern: "On the typewriter."
Martindale: "Well, I wonder what ridiculous thing I will fmd it on ne.-;t."
AND SEA-SICKNESS
Prof. Werkinthin (in Chem. class): "What does sea water contain beside sodioum
chloride, that we have mentioned?"
Simrell: "Fish, sir!"
AN ELEVATING EXPERIMENT
(From G. Hogle's notebook in chemistry)
Apparatus: 2 5 0cc Flask.
Materials: Axe, matches, gasoline, dynamite, nitroglycerine.
Procedure: Drop lighted match into gasoline, this is to see if It supports combus-
on. Does it? How high did it raise you? Measure distance in millimeters. Next deter-
mine boiling point by placing lOcc into a beaker over Bunsen burner. Move a lighted
splint over the gas and see how close you can come to it without igniting it. Make a
record of the distance. Note the physical properties of nitroglycerine. Povmd a small
piece of dynamite into a flat shape, and jump on It. Chop the dynamite in pieces one
millimeter or the result will be inaccurate. Put dynamite into flask of 2 5cc c.ipacity,
and add lOOcc of nitroglycerine. Move a lighted splint around the bottom of the
beaker. This is to see if it leaks. If you are still in good health boil for fifteen minutes,
and pour the residue through a sieve.
After the blood has been mopped from the aisle, and the remains of your fellows
sent to the morgue, clean up your desk and then from your results calculate the amoiuit




Compton (studying Chem.) : "What's a substance hard to analyze/
Gorell: "T. U. hash."
FROM AN ENGLISH SIX THEME
"She held out her hand, and the young man took it and went away."
HUM! ?
Beggar: "Will you, kind sir, give me a dime for a bed?"
Dickson (cautiously) : "Let's see it."











Krause: "That fellow has broken three records lately in track."
Baldwin: "I hope he doesn't want to plav the victrola when he comes to see us.'
Gulp says: "Every dog has his day if the days don't run out before the dog dies.'
Rosengrant: "Say, do vou know the difterence between a thief and a slim girl?"




Prof. Furbay: "What are the principal parts of fly?"
Cameron Mosser: "Flee, fly, cootie."
Mrs. Jones (in Latin class) : "Slave, where is thy horse?"
Howard Peck: "Ith's under my theat, Mithus Jones."
"Mr. Huft, will you feature the word, 'tennis'?"
"Sure, tennis five times two."
Harrison Taylor (in restaurant) : "Soup, sir?"
Miss Hawkins: "Is it good?"
Harrison: "Ych, it's fourteen carrot."
A SHORT STORY
And he said: "I think I can beat it to the crossing."
Dean Saucier has announced new hours. His office will be open from 2:30 P. M.
until 3:00 P. M. every other Thursday.
If you hear a good joke
That really makes you laugh.
Don't be so selfish.
Just hand it to the staff.
HCW COME???
Prof. Draper: "What is a circle?"
Chubb Taylor: "A closed line."
Prof. Draper: "What, a clothes line?!"
J. Kjolseth: "Who was the world's greatest athlete?"
Florence: "I am sure I don't know."
John: "Robinson Crusoe; it says in his book that every evening he went up to
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Peoples Bank Building
f^yln Investment
in Taylor University is an investment in
the Christian education of virile young
men and women that pays dividends in
countless lives touched by them.
"The Friendly Bank" is hon-
ored in having a part in this
tvork as Trustee of the
Endoivment Funds of the
University.
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The Greatest Achievement of T. U. Press
The Taylor University Press is equipped to publish high grade




The first complete life of Bishop William Taylor.
A true story, well told, stranger than fiction.
The writer rises to an eloquence betimes to match the majesty
of a life he successfully and sympathetically interprets. It will rank
as one of the enduring books of the century.
The author is John Paul, President of Taylor University.
1. If Bishop Hurst in his History was right, when he said that
William Taylor was the modern St. Paul, one neglects his education
when he fails to know Bishop Taylor.
2. Not until 1928 has Taylor's full biography been written. Com-
petency, thoroughness and independence are needed to interpret the
life of William Taylor. John Paul, President of Taylor University,
which school is William Taylor's enduring monument, has furnished
these qualities and wi'itten the biography.
3. "The Soul Digger," which is the title of The Life and Times of
William Taylor, is as rich as a great novel. William Taylor, living
and thinking ahead of his day, furnishes the best available biograph-
ical subject for the pen of an enterprising, twentieth century writer
whose pen is consecrated in the truth.
4. The price of the "Soul Digger" is S2.00, plus ten cents for carriage.
The Taylor University Press, Upland, Indiana, will guarantee to every
reader of the book a thrilling and edifying experience. It is eloquent,
accurate, dramatic, cyclopedic.
The Glory of the Book Store
Such publications as "The Soul Digger" are the glory of the T. U.
Book Store. Added to this will soon be the next elaborated Life of
Sammy Morris by Jorge Masa. An eloquent and wonderful story.
Taylor's Book Store is up-to-date in the service it renders in standard
commodities of every kind.
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-ONE





















A happy social life
A sound Christian faith
An intelligent patriotism
Clean and profitable athletics








A Good Place to Study
On the highest spot along the Pennsylvania line between
Chicago and Columbus. Away from the rush of the city. An
atmosphere of moral earnestness, where aimless drones feel
lonesome. Approved college courses, with schools of Music
and Expression. The students receive the personal attention
of experienced Christian professors.
A FIELD OF INVESTMENT
Eighty years of honorable service almost without
endowment led to this question: If Taylor can make brick
without straw, how much more can she make with straw?
Under the new educational law it became evident that Taylor
would require "One half million to exist and one half million
to serve." Appeal is being made for the second half million,
"The Service Unit." The service is interdenominational, and
the appeal is made to every one who is in favor of helping
those that try to help themselves. The half century of
struggle on Taylor's campus by poor boys and girls deter-
mined to have a college education would move the sympathy
of an iron man if he could witness it. "If they knew what you
were doing," said a prominent business man from the city,
"you would have no lack of buildings and endowment."
For information about Taylor University, or in sub-






We ship anywhere — our prices plus delivery
All kinds of garden and bedding plants
Bouquet and Funeral Orders Made Up
Write Us
Telegraph Orders Cared For
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY GREENHOUSES
Phones: Greenhouse 894, Residence 1123
B. A. Atkinson, Manager Upland, Indiana



















The Pioneer Drug Store
For Your Drug Store Needs See Us
Our Prescriptions Are Compounded Accurately
by a Registered Pharmacist
Try The Drug Store First
THE REXALL STORE
Upland, Ind. T. D. Lewis, Mgr.







Builders' Supplies and Roofers' Materials




Main Street, Upland, Indiana
Headquarters for CHEVROLET Cars
Expert Repairs
Full Line of Accessories
Storage and Crane Service
Phone 82
The Paul Insurance Agency
Upland, Indiana




Advice on Insurance Problems will be Cheerfully Given




Ford Cars- -Fordson Tractors- -Ford Ton Trucks
Authorized Ford Sales and Service
Complete Line of Accessories
Goodyear Tires—Polarine Oils
Road Calls Promptly Attended
Phone 172 Upland, Ind.
Have you heard about it?
Well, the particulars are in
The Coimiiiiiiiity Courier
Upland's Live Weekly Newspaper
Each week it gives you:
The community news, news from the suri-ounding neighborhood,
news from Taylor University, column talk by Arthur Brisbane, Dr.
Frank Crane, health articles and humorous features and pictures of
world happenings. You need it and you will learn about Upland better
by reading it weekly. $1.50 per year, or three years for 83.00.
Our job printing department is equipped for all kinds of social
and commercial printing. Cards, invitations, announcements, pro-
grams, and folder work in one or a dozen colors.
Price Consistent with Good Work
A. D. FREESE & SON
Publishers and Printers
Phone 1061






A Good Place to Trade
Fancy Staple Groceries
Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
Meats Fresh Cured
Bring us your cream, eggs and poultry.
L. I. Hiatt
Call 61
We do not sell tobacco.
We Deliver
He'll like 'em if they're made at the Upland Bakery
Like What?—Cookies, Cakes, Rolls
and all things nice
Lpland Baking Co.
Try our Butter Top Bread Phone 382
pjij^^i.
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-NINF
Office over Bank Upland, Indiana









Office 1132 Residence 104








For Men and Boys
This is a firm that has been in business in Upland for twenty-six
Commencements. Established 1902.
Downtown Headquarters for Students. Upland, Ind.




Uhlinger—Jimmy and my Basket-ball Team.




Inah May Masters—My individuality.
Earl Allen—My sophistication.
Rice—My sense of humor.
Thompson—My roughness.
Elsie Fuller—My luxuriant hair.
Furbay—My abilities.
Nelson Burns—My extreme culture.
Garnet Williams—My engagement ring.
The Juniors—The Seniors.
Dillan—My derby hat.
Hathaway and York—Our automobile.
ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY-ONE
Prof. Evans: "Are you learning anything? Are you getting anything out of this?'
Ruby Shaw: "No, sir, just Hstening to you."
Wesche: "My room-mate is going to drop Violin."
Runion (who Hves across the hall) : "I hope he busts it."
"A friend is the person who comes in when the whole world has gone out."
"Hinges of true friendship never grow rusty."
Mrs. Newton Wray asked her husband to copy the radio menu one morning. The
professor did his best, but two stations were broadcasting at once. One was giving the
usual set of morning physical exercises, while the other one was giving the menu. Here's
what he got:
"Hands on hips. Place one cup of flower on shoulders. Raise knee. Depress toes and
wash thoroughly in one-half cup of milk."
"In four covmts raise and lower left foot and mash two hard boiled eggs in a
sieve; repeat six to ten times. Inhale one-half teaspoon of salt and one level teaspoon
of baking powder; add one cup of flour; then breathing naturally exhale and sift."
"Attention! Jump to a squatting position, and bend the white of an egg backward
and forward in a cadence of quick time. Twist sidewise right and left as far as poss-ble
and beat the eggs slowly and briskly."
Prof. Werkinthin: "What three words are used most by college students?"
Millegan: "I don't know!"
Prof. W.: "Correct."
Clerk: "They are invisible."
Helen: "Let's see them!"
Pound on bulletin board:
Lost: A fountain pen on way to P. O.
Prof. Gibson: "What is gender?"
Wilson Paul: "Gender shows whether a man is feminine, masculine, or neuter.





A few of our installations:
Taylor University Upland, Indiana
Grove City Presbyterian Church Grove City, Pa.
Mt. Lebanon M. E. Church Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dormont M. E. Church Pittsburgh, Pa.
Grace M. E. Church Warren, Pa.
First M. E. Church Brookville, Pa.
First M. E. Church North East, Pa.
Siloam M. E. Church Philadelphia, Pa.
Your Correspondence Solicited
ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY-THREE




Capital 8300,000.00 Surplus 8300,000.00
Resources Over Five and Three-Quarter Million Dollars
OWEN N. HEATON, President WILL B. GUTELIUS, Secretary
[
Heaton & Heaton
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
Owen N. Heaton Dan C. Flanagan




THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
TRAINING SCHOOL
Thoroughly new and modern in every respect. Beautifully furnished
rooms. Finely equipped X-ray and clinical laboratories. Most efficient
care of patients under supervision of graduate nurses.
Young ladies having completed at least one year high school and
meeting other requirements, are permitted to enter this accredited
school for Nurses, and become graduate nurses after completing the
three years' prescribed course. Textbooks, board, room, laundry and
medical attention, when needed, free. Small monthly cash allowance.
Applications sent on request. For information, address
:




Note: Graduates of this training school are allowed two years of
advanced standing in Taylor University toward the degree of Bachelor





Marion's Classy Eating House
Excellent Food—First Class Service
Special Sunday Dinners
Open Daily 11 A. M.—1 A. M.
426 South Adams Street
AT MARION
For Thirteen Years we have manufactured the school
and club jewelry for
Taylor University







An acorn doesn't jump into an oak in one year. Newspaper circulations
of value do not come quickly. Slow, but sure, progress has made
The Marion Chronicle
Grant County's Biggest and
Best Newspaper
Indiana Safety Coach, Inc.
Indianapolis-Marion-Ft.Wayne
(Parlor Car Equipment Without Change of Coach)
MARION, GAS CITY, UPLAND AND HARTFORD CITY





























MARION, HUNTINGTON, ROANOKE AND FORT WAYNE
AM|AM|AM!PM]PM|PM|
7:15|1D:00| I 1:001 5:001 8:00ILv Marion ..
8:15|11:00| | 2 :00| 6 :00| 9 :00 Huntington
8:40ill:25| | 2 :25| 6 :25il0 :00i Roanoke ..
7:00|10:001
|










9:00112 :00| 3 ;001 6 :00110:0.)
8:00 11 :001 2 ;00| 5 :00l 9:00
7:35 10:351 1 :351 4 :351 8:35
9:15|12:00| 3:00| 7:00|10:00
Bus leaves Marion for Indianapolis: 7:00 A.M., 9:15 A.M., 12:15 P.M.,
3:15 P.M. and 6:15 P.M. Bus leaves Indianapolis for Marion: 7 A.M.,
10:30 A.M., 2:15 P.M., 3:30 P.M. and 5:15 P.M.
Indianapolis Union Bus Station, Phone Riley 2255. Marion Bus
Terminal, 210 East 4th Street, Phone 1100. Fort Wayne Union Bus
Terminal, 724 Harrison, Phone A2114.




Is the Service Station of the Community
Bring Your Troubles to Us
We Can Help You
Marion Hardware Co.












Marion's Great Cleaning Plant
Launderers
Specialists in high-class shirt and collar work
Lace Curtains, Blankets and Family Washings
Dry Cleaners
Careful cleaning, pressing and repairing of all Garments
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Rug Cleaning
Brussels, Axminster, Velvet, Oriental-—Rugs sized and dyed
ALBERT L. KRAUSE, Agent
Taylor University—Swallow-Robin Dormitory
Phone 440 Marion A White Truck will call
ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY-NINE
Artistic Picture Framing




312 South Boots St, Marion, Indiana
Blumenthal & Co.
"The Friendly Store"
The Store of Reliability and Courteous Service
Complete Apparel for Men,
Women, and Children
HATS
For the College Girl
For Sport, Street, and Dress




South of the Spencer Hotel Marion, Indiam
Get Your Lunch at
The Hamburger
214 E. Fourth St. Marion, Ind.








FLAXLAWN and ROYAL and DOUBLE Q




C. C. Chamberlain, Pres. Henry L. Erlewine, Sec.
Marion Machine Foundry and Supply Co.
Oil Well Machinery—Clay Working Machinery
High Grade Brass and Iron Castings
Boiler Room Specialties—Traffic Signs
Mill Supplies—Hot Water Heaters
20 Branches Marion, Indiana, U. S. A.
ONE HUNDRED NINETY-ONE





Our Motto: Purity, Quality, and Service





McMahan & Leib Co.




The Diamond and Watch House of Marion
Entire Second Floor Devoted to Art and Gift Novelties






Official Photographer for the 1928 Gem
Brandon Electric Company
206 Branson St., Marion, Indiana
Students' Electrical Supplies






Dr M. C. Kennedy
Successor to Dr. Ralph Cottrell, Dr. F. K. Ferguson
and Dr. J. E. Johnson
Optometric Eye Specialist
4151/2 S. Washington St. Marion, Indiana
Dr. E. E. Grubb
For years one of the leading eye specialists in the city.
Prompt Service Is Always Given
Bank Building Marion, Indiana
A good memory test is to try to remember some of the things that you were
worrying about last week.




"You're looking fine," announced the doctor to his patient. "Have you followed
my instructions and eaten only what a three-year-old child would eat?"
"Yes, doctor," were the sad words of Rosell Miller, "for dinner I had a handful
of mud, one of coal dust, a button hook, and a box of safety matches."
* » *
In a recent letter home, Bernard Leigh said, "Yes, Dad, I am a big gun here at
college."




Baldwin: "Did you ever hear the story about the fellow who—a Scotchman, by
the way—who went out of a store and left his change on the counter?"
Al Krause: "No."
Baldwin: "No, and you never will."
Doctors tell us that the secret of good health is the eating of onions. Who, we
wonder, is able to keep eating onions a secret?
Helen Ehrich: "Have you any hair nets?'
Clerk: "Yes."
Helen: "What kind have you?"
Churchill: "What is a "feebly'?"
Kjolseth: "A what?"
Churchill: "A 'feebly'. It says in this book that the young man has a feebly
growing down on his face."
Little boy: "What are you doing, Mister?"
Artist: "I am painting that old barn over there."











Dr J. H. French
Diseases and Surgery
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Hartford City, Indiana
Dr. Charles S. Clark
Dentist
Masonic Temple Building—Directly over PostofRce
Phone 115 Hartford City, Ind.
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In Business Since 1874
Jos. A. Goddard Co.
Wholesale Grocers
Muncie, Indiana
If you want to have the satisfaction of knowing
that all of your plumbing and heating material you
install in your home or business place is strictly





Poland (soulfully) : "There are a thousand stars looking down upon you to-night,
my love."
His own: "Oh, my! I wonder if my hat is on straight."
BUT WILL IT WORK?
Jo Leverenz: "Miss Howard has a wonderful invention in the way of a clock.'
Matt: "What is so wonderful about it?"
Jo: "Well, at ten o'clock instead of saying 'Coocoo', it says 'time-to-go'."
* * •
DOT SO??????
Gleason: "Which end do I get off at?"
Bus driver: "Either one. They both stop."
Dr. Ayres (in Logic class) : "What shall we sing this morning.
G. Hall: "Rescue the Perishing."
* * *
York: "Why did you quit going with that school teacher?"
Hathaway: "I didn't show up one night and she wanted me to bring a written
excuse from my mother."
Our idea of a soft job, is being publicity agent for Mussolini.
* » *
"Many are called, but few get up."
Miss Purchis: "Isn't that sunset beautiful?"
Metcalf : "It sure is, I could sit here all night, looking at it.
^^^e'>'"\^^<.<^
ONE HUNDRED NINETY-EIOHT
A little bit of Caesar,
A bit of Cicero,
Helps to populate the place
Where crazy people go.
* >:- *
CAREFUL!!
Mr. Edie had been asked to sing, and so he asked Miss Barnes to accompany him
on the piano.
"Not without a chaperon," she meekly replied.
For she is a very careful girl.
* * *
CLASS BUD
Wallace Deyo: "Why do they call me the class flower?"
Conover: "I don't know, unless it is because you are such a blooming idiot.'
» *
Little Ray Turner went out in the back yard once, and the chickens thought that
it was sunrise, and the roosters began to crow.
* * *
A college annual is a great invention,
The school gets all the fame.
The printer gets all the money,
And the Editor-in-Chief gets all the blame.
QNE HUNDRED NINETY-NINE
Developing and Printing Photographic Supplies
Picture Place
Mrs. J. E. Spaulding
Taylor University North of Heating Plant
Taylor's Landscape Artist
Soon
The Most Beautiful Campus in Indiana
M. H, QAAR
e
Capital Hill Cambridge City, Ind.
A FEW PERSONALITIES IN T. U.
Fate—The office.
Innocence—A Freshie.












515-517 South Washington Street
MARION, INDIANA
Publishers of





^e Ideal "VearBooh is a portrait ofschool life expressing
the personality ofthe institution which it represents.
'IhelndianapoIisEngravingG).-throughits^«//^<<z//%jr;2»/J^
ttSeWice Uepartment can helpyou express inyouryeaF
booithetrue personalityancftradition ofyourschool
'WritejorInfbr)naiion






Eaton Rapids, Michigan—July 27 - August 5, 1928
Eaton Rapids Camp is one of the old and large camps of the country,
located about one mile from Eaton Rapids, in the bend of the Grand
River. The equipment consists of thirty acres of as beautiful grove
as can be found anywhere, in which are located the large Callen
Memorial Tabernacle, a young peoples' chapel, a comfortable eighty
room hotel, a spacious dining-room with cafeteria service, and eighty
cottages.
The Doctrine of Scriptural Holiness is clearly and sanely taught
by the nationally known evangelists. Dr. Will Huff, Dr. and Mrs. John
Thomas, Dr. S. H. Turbeville, and others being included this year
among the workers.
A DELIGHTFUL PLACE FOR A PROFITABLE VACATION
(For further information write the secretary)
Rev. H. D. Skinner, Muskegon, Michigan, Pres.
Miss Fern C. Wheeler, Charlotte, Mich., Secretary
CAMP SYCHAR—OHIO STATE CAMP-MEETING ASSOCIATION
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, August 9-19, 1928
Beautiful grounds, with splendid water supply, furnished by artesian well
—
water piped over the entire ground—everything sanitary.
Hotel, three dormitories, and 200 tent accommodations.
A twelve-acre plot furnishes abundant space for parking accommodations.
Accessible by B. & 0. and C. A. & C. railways, also by good improved roads.
For information write Rev. E. E. Shiltz, secretary, Shadyside, Ohio.
Workers
:
Rev. Joseph Owen—Rev. E. W. Petticord—Rev. Charles M. Dunaway
Kenneth Wells and wife. Song Leaders
Young Peoples' Workers:
1'
. . Miss Anna McGhie—Miss Ollie Tanner—Miss Mae Gorsuch
Rev. W. L. Mullett, Song Leader
Prof. Wray (in Bible class) : "Who was King James?"
Inah May Masters: "He was the daughter of Mary, Queen of Scots.
St- si- si-
Stanley Conover announces to the world that he is going to invent a new aeroplane
that will be equipped with a kitchen, so when the cook wants to toss a pancake, he




Brown, Bessie Franc Rockford, Ohio
DuRYEA, Evelyn J Huntington, L. I., New York
PuRDY, Travis Vandalia, Michigan
Rupp, Ada E Archbold, Ohio
Scott, Lillian E Grand Rapids, Michigan
Thrall, Don Detroit, Michigan
SENIORS
Allen, Earl E Wittenberg, Wisconsin
Atkinson, Dorothy Chicago, Ilhnois
Beebe, Mary Elizabeth Dayton, Ohio
Blank, Esther E Akron, Ohio
BoGUE, Frances Coulter, Pennsylvania
Breland, Ruby Crystal Springs, Mississippi
Burns, Helen Mae Anderson, Indiana
Draper, Wesley J Upland, Indiana
Edie, George L Arlington, Ohio
Flood, Ruth Greenville, Ohio
Gleason, Melvina Clearwater, Minnesota
Hall, Genevieve E Austin, Texas
Hamilton, Ernest W Mendon, Ohio
Irish, Deane W Baraboo, Wisconsin
Jackson, Gertrude Spencer, Iowa
Lewis, Donald Upland, Indiana
Macy, Lela Union City, Indiana
Markham, G. Edith Jamestown, New York
Masa, Jorge O Antique, Philippines
Miller, Rosell S Vermont, Illinois
OsMUN, Anna F Asbury, New Jersey
PuRCHis, Leona M Lansing, Michigan
RuNiON, Louis Spencer, Iowa
Stetson, Elton B Missoula, Montana
Summers, Virginia E Lansing, Michigan
Taylor, Ora J Mansfield, Illinois
Thomas, Frances Chicago, Illinois
Ward, Catherine Briggs Upland, Indiana
WiDEMAN, Charles M Pine River, Minnesota
Wilcox, Harrison Lansing, Michigan
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TTTO HUNDRED FOVR
Anderson, George M Paterson, New Jersey
Anderson, Esther L Corning, New York
Atkins, Ruth E. Joyce St. Paul, Minnesota
Baldwin, Morris J Clarion, Pennsylvania
Basse, Henrieta M Wabash, Indiana
Borden, Harley Warsaw, Ohio
BoYLL, Lawrence Terre Haute, Indiana
Burns, Nelson Tiltonville, Ohio
Carman, Esther M Cleveland, Ohio
Christensen, Alfred N Upland, Indiana
Clark, Robert B Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Clench, Frances Ninette, Manitoba, Canada
Clough, Lester Centerville, Michigan
Collins, Dorothy M Fremont, Indiana
Collins, Francis M Theresa, New York
Cox, Kitty Jane Rice Lake, Wisconsin
Davison, Ralph Matthews, Indiana
Deyo, Josephine St. Paul, Minnesota
Glazier, Pauline Wabash, Indiana
GoRELL, Robert Woodburn, Indiana
Graff, Edith B Johnstown, New York
Grile, Noah E Upland, Indiana
Groff, E. Jeannette Upland, Indiana
Hahn, Charles B Big Rapids, Michigan
Hanes, Donald E Upland, Indiana
Harris, Pauline B Moweaqua, Illinois
Harrod, Carlton La Otto, Indiana
Hathaway, Cladius T Springfield, Ohio
Hawkes, William S Endicott, New York
Hessenauer, Helen Callicoon, New York
Hinshaw, Idris Fountain City, Indiana
Irish, Ava M Baraboo, Wisconsin
Krause, Albert L Ely, Minnesota
Leach, Ronald Whitesville, New York
Leisure, Mary Windfall, Indiana
McGaffee, Clinton Harrold, South Dakota
McKlE, Ferris Webberville, Michigan
Miller, Lucille Rose Spava, Illinois
Osborne, Althea Jane Westfield, Indiana
Pailthorp, Harold Mount Morris, Michigan
Paul, Jeff P Center Point, Louisiana
Piper, MaBelle Seattle, Washington
PoLLiTT, Bertha Lansing, Michigan
PooRMAN, Kathryn Upland, Indiana
Rice, Raymond Upland, Indiana
Ripley, Helen Uhrichsville, Ohio
Runion, Howard Spencer, Iowa
Shilliday, Everett P Roscoe, Ohio




SuPERNOis, Leon Chicago, Illinois
Uhlinger, James R Warren, Ohio
WiDEMAN, Gertrude L Pine River, Minnesota
Williams, Garnet Hartford City, Indiana
Wilson, M. Lee Muncie, Indiana
York, Lena O Stony Brook, L. I. New York
York, Wayne East Islip, L. I., New York
Zellar, Hilda M Theresa, New York
Antle, Paul W Colorado Springs, Colorado
Atkinson, Esther Mary Upland, Indiana
Brokaw, Luther Upland, Indiana
Buchanan, Elsa Delaware, Ohio
BuRGENER, Guy Wesley Upland, Indiana
Cannon, Virginia Akron, Ohio
Castro, Anhel Chiquimula, Guatemala, Central America
Chambers, Edna Mae Russiaville, Indiana
Chase, Jesse M Venice Center, New York
Clench, Lionel Ninette, Manitoba, Canada
Collins, Pauline M Fremont, Indiana
Connelly, Doris Covington, Pennsylvania
Gulp, Everett Grand Ledge, Michigan
CuRRiE, Robert Windfall, Indiana
Dodge, Ralph E Terril, Iowa
Finch, Gomer Rockland, Wisconsin
Fox, Kenneth F Platteville, Wisconsin
Fuller, Elsie Tiffin, Ohio
Gray, Mabel Tarpon Springs, Florida
Hall, Nellie Cleveland, Ohio
Hobson, Dorothy Mount Morris, Michigan
HocKETT, Helen Spiceland, Indiana
Ingerson, Ona B Westfield, New York
Jones, Dorothy Newcomerstown, Ohio
Koch, Irene Tamaqua, Pennsylvania
KuHN, HiLDRED Upland, Indiana
Leigh, Bernard E Lansing, Michigan
Lewis, Mabel L New Castle, Pennsylvania
Martindale, Tracy S Grove City, Ohio
Masa, Consuelo M Antique, Philippines
Masters, Inah Mae Kenmore, Ohio
Maynard, K. Edward Upland, Indiana
McAllister, Virgil Greensburg, Indiana
McCain, Roxy Albion, Pennsylvania
McKenzie, Harold Orwell, Pennsylvania
Metcalf, Russell F Vestaburg, Pennsylvania
Miller, Mary Edith Owosso, Michigan
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TWO HUNDRED SIX
MoHNKERN, Lloyd V Oil City, Pennsylvania
MossER, Paul Perkasie, Pennsylvania
MuMBY, Clifford Leslie, Michigan
Owen, John Paul Upland, Indiana
Owen, Wendell Upland, Indiana
Palacio, Miguel Marjoquez, Porto Rico
Patrick, Beatrice Amsterdam, Ohio
Pierce, Mrs. Faye Upland, Indiana
Poland, Foster H Crafton, Pennsylvania
Reynolds, Alice Lucille Farmland, Indiana
Rose, Donald Kalamazoo, Michigan
Rose, Mary Ella Cooksville, Illinois
Severn, Beth C Lakewood, Ohio
Shaw, Ruby Sidney, Ohio
Shepard, Elmer L Lakeside, Washington
SoMERS, Ivan Dickens, Iowa
Tappin, Willis Mooers, New York
Tate, Frances Knoxville, Illinois
Taylor, A. Cecil Upland, Indiana
Taylor, Agnes May Upland, Indiana
Taylor, Harrison Upland, Indiana
Trout, Helen Windfall, Indiana
Turner, Ray Eaton, Indiana
Urch, Mildred Ripley, New York
Wesche, Gerald E Ashland, Wisconsin
Worth, Knight Spiceland, Indiana
FRESHMEN
Armstrong, Robert N Ridgeville, Indiana
Atkinson, Marian Chicago, Illinois
Atkinson, Thelma Upland, Indiana
Bartoo, Beatrice B Catskill, New York
Biddle, Beulah Sheridan, Indiana
BouRQUARD, Alex Marietta, Ohio
BouwcAMP, Harvey R Muskegon, Michigan
Breland, Paul Crystal Springs, Mississippi
Bryan, Darwin La Otto, Indiana
Chubb, Kenneth Muskegon, Michigan
Churchill, Donald Crouseville, Maine
CoLBURN, Kathryn Corning, New York
CoMPTON, Neil E Williamsburg, Indiana
CoNGDON, Dorothy E Lakewood, Ohio
Connelley, Paul Upland, Indiana
CoNOVER, E. Stanley Perkasie, Pennsylvania
Cook, Alfred Perham, Minnesota
Cory, Clyde Muncie, Indiana
Curry, Rodney E Upland, Indiana
Davidson, Mary Elizabeth Kenmore, New York
Davis, Eunice Little Valley, New York
Davis, Olive M Corning, New York
<^^~.
TWO HUNDRED SEVEN
Derby, Marion Little Valley, New York
Deyo, Marguerite St. Paul, Minnesota
Deyo, Wallace St. Paul, Minnesota
DicKERSON, Bernice M Coshocton, Ohio
Dickson, Robert Donald Monaca, Pennsylvania
Draper, Esther Upland, Indiana
Duckworth, Oral Sharpsville, Indiana
Dunn, Kathryn M South Bend, Indiana
Ebbert, Doris Ipava, Illinois
Ehrich, Helen Jackson, Michigan
Ellar, Frances Marie Mango, Indiana
Faut, Flora New Palestine, Indiana
Fox, Chester Upland, Indiana
Freese, Hugh Upland, Indiana
FuRST, Ardath Ligonier, Indiana
Gegan, Naomi Perkasie, Pennsylvania
Gleason, Marion Clearwater, Minnesota
Haney, Tracy Rochester, Pennsylvania
Hawkins, Juanita Lansing, Michigan
Hazelton, Florence Hayward, Wisconsin
Hazelton, Louise Hayward, Wisconsin
Hettrick, Elwood H South Somerset, Massachusetts
HoGLE, Gladstone B Upland, Indiana
Huff, J. Hayden Eagle, Michigan
Huston, Blanche J Monticello, Minnesota
Jackson, J. Ross Galveston, Indiana
Jett, Florence Rewey, Wisconsin
Johnson, Ernest O Pine River, Minnesota
Kendall, Bernice Delton, Michigan
Kjolseth, John Stoughton, Minnesota
Lee, George H Yorktown, Indiana
Leverenz, Joseph W Tonawanda, New York
Long, Anderson Frankford, Delaware
Long, Carlton Frankford, Delaware
LoNGCOR, LiLA Lansing, Michigan
Loveless, Phil H Carmel, Indiana
Martz, Chella : Bluflfton, Indiana
Mathews, Howard E Elmira, New York
Middleton, Dorothy Sand Creek, Michigan
Milligan, William Portland, Indiana
MossER, Cameron Perkasie, Pennsylvania
Orem, Mary Lucille Russiaville, Indiana
Owen, Ruth Upland, Indiana
Peck, Howard Muncie, Indiana
Pendergrass, Estal Sharpsville, Indiana
Picklesimer, Hoover Cleveland, Ohio
Poling, Mary Charlotte ^ Decatur, Indiana
Ray, Fern Mount Morris, Michigan
Rayl, Valta Kokomo, Indiana
Reeder, Irene E Erie, Pennsylvania
Rees, Ernest Marion, Indiana
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TWO HUNDRED EIGHT
Rhine, James W Hartford City, Indiana
Rice, Mary Upland, Indiana
RosENGRANT, JoHN S Rochester, New York
Ross, Ruth Valier, Pennsylvania
Russell, Dale D Platteville, Wisconsin
Sabin, Charles J Ithaca, New York
Schooley, Dorothy Indianapolis, Indiana
Severn, Carol Lakewood, Ohio
Shaw, Alton L Peru, Indiana
Shumaker, Ernest E New Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
SiMRELL, Harold Babylon, New York
Smith, Edythe Akron, Ohio
Smith, Ellen Man ton, Michigan
Snell, Ardise Irene Bradley, Michigan
Snell, Clyde H Bradley, Michigan
Sparks, Hazen Lynnville, Iowa
Spalding, Luverne Upland, Indiana
Spencer, Harold A Genesee, Pennsylvania
Stealey, Ruth Charlotte, Michigan
Stuart, Marvin Newton, Iowa
Taylor, Charles Upland, Indiana
Taylor, Elizabeth E Upland, Indiana
Thompson, Roland Monroe, Ohio
Todd, Howard Eskdale, West Virginia
Vernon, Verlin O Mexico, Indiana
Vincent, Frederick E Dunkirk, Indiana
Wiley, Verlis Upland, Indiana
WiLLETT, Arlene Sand Creek, Michigan
Williams, Stewart Dryden, New York
Willis, Thelma Lansing, Michigan
Woods, Gladys Jackson, Michigan
UNCLASSIFIED
Ackerman, Frank E Batesville, Arkansas
Ayres, Herbert W Upland, Indiana
Barnes, Mildred i Wabash, Indiana
Bartlett, Ruth Jane Winter Park, Florida
Basse, William C Wabash, Indiana
Beam, Ruben Upland, Indiana
Bedwell, Robert Upland, Indiana
Berry, Franklin Fremont, Ohio
BiCKEL, Gerald Portland, Indiana
Bishop, Harriet Upland, Indiana
Boda, Harvey F Ithaca, New York
Briggs, Grace : Ainsworth, Nebraska
Brown, J. Downing ^ Athens, Pennsylvania
Brown, Virgil Spring Green, Wisconsin
Buckles, Brenta Upland, Indiana
Buckles, Maxine Upland, Indiana
Burnett, Mrs. Abbie E Spooner, Wisconsin
Butsch, Carl : Upland, Indiana




Dare, Irma Upland, Indiana
Davis, Ora L Warren, Indiana
DiLLAN, Leonard Columbiana, Ohio
Dodge, Orville Terril, Iowa
Dodge, Mrs. Orville Terril, Iowa
Fields, Velma Portland, Indiana
Frazier, Juanita Upland, Indiana
Freese, Dorothy Upland, Indiana
Fruth, Harvey R Upland, Indiana
Grile, Ernestine Upland, Indiana
Grile, Marcella Upland, Indiana
Halderman, Helen Greenville, Ohio
Habgood, Albert E Hartford, Connecticut
Habgood, Mrs. A. E Hartford, Connecticut
HoGLE, Ruth Upland, Indiana
Horbury, Melva Upland, Indiana
Jacobs, Robert Hartford City, Indiana
Jacobs, Russell Hartford City, Indiana
Jones, Harry M Upland, Indiana
Jones, L. H Upland, Indiana
Keith, Carl Upland, Indiana
Lewis, Helen G Upland, Indiana
Luce, Walter Napoleon, Michigan
Lunsford, John Upland, Indiana
Maddox, Jane Wray Upland, Indiana
McMath, Ellen Upland, Indiana
McMath, John Monroe Upland, Indiana
Miller, Leota Upland, Indiana
Mosher, Harlan Upland, Indiana
Nutting, Ruby D Portland, Oregon
Oren, Glenn Upland, Indiana
Owen, Evelyn Upland, Indiana
Owen, H. Carol Upland, Indiana
Paul, Mark Upland, Indiana
Paul, Victorine Upland, Indiana
Rice, Rolland Upland, Indiana
Roache, Brucelle Gaston, Indiana
Sanborn, Gladys Upland, Indiana
Shoemaker, Waldo L Upland, Indiana
Shultz, Carlton Skaneateles, New York
Sothoron, Bessie Greenville, Ohio
Spaude, Gilbert Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Tennant, Beatrice K Upland, Indiana
Tennant, Wilson M Upland, Indiana
Termin, Stella Colchester, Illinois
Trigg, Orville . Upland, Indiana
Walker, Geneva Gas City, Indiana
Warner, Dorothy G Chicago, Illinois
Wells, Irma Jean : Upland, Indiana
Weston, Stuart W Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania




Sept. 20, Campus begins to hum once more. Everyone glad to get back.
Sept. 21, Registration begins. Bewildered "freshies" everywhere.
Sept. 22, Registration over. Beginning to feel more at home.
Sept. 23, First joint Thalo-Philo program.
Sept. 24, New student reception. This isn't such a bad place when you get
acquainted.
Sept. 26, This Monday, and it had to rain. Rain helps so much when you are
homesick. Many threaten to leave.
Sept. 3 0, It has rained for three days, but what does that matter. First Philo
program to-night.
Oct. 1, Thalo Day. First program to-night.
Oct. 3, Rush Day!!!! Join the Philos! Join the Thalos!
Oct. 4, Rev. Henderson begins meetings to-day.
Oct. 7, Two weeks are gone, and we are getting into the swing of things. This
is Friday too. Let's get together on this.
Oct. 8, EUREKA JAMBOREE. What is that? Ask the freshman. Eulogon-
ians have swell time at their outing.
Oct. 10, New students have it out with old students at baseball.
Oct. 12, So this is college!! Not as bad as it might be.
Oct. 15, Philo hay ride. Whoa! New men show the old men up in a basketball
game. Eureka-Eulog "rush" day.
Oct. 18, Has an}' one seen the Seniors? This must be "sneak day."
Oct. 19, W. Virginians have big feed. For particulars see Mr. Todd.
Oct. 20, Preacher's Kids have a general get-to-gether.
Oct. 21, Only 5 6 more days until Xmas! Hallowe'en will be here first, though.
Oct. 22, Oh, yes! It won't be long until Mid-term exams.
Oct. 24, The pictures are beginning to be made for the Gem. To-day is picture
day.
Oct. 26, To-day is Legal Hundred day. Also Bishop F. D. Leete gave us his
travelogue on the Holy Land.
Oct. 29, Thalos have big Hallowe'en party. Lots of spooks, goblins, and fun.
Philos have "kid party."
Nov. 3, The Jubilee Quintet paid us a visit.
Nov. 9, Echo announces contest. Let's see who can put out a faultless Echo.
Nov. 11, Armistice Day. Special programs are given.
Nov. 12, Eureka and Eulogonian debaters have first athletic clash when Eurekas
win in first basket-ball game of the season.
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TWO HUNDRED TWELVE
Nov. 19, Alton Packard gave us a very interesting program.
Nov. 24, Farmer's Kids have a big "blow-out." They call themselves Pi Gammas.
Nov. 30, Junior Day. Give program at night. Prof. Pogue reads "The Hour
Glass."
Thanksgiving Day is passed quietly.
Dec. 1, The bookstore has a new slogan. Mr. Bourquard gave the store the new
name of "Taylor's Tiptop Trading Post."
Dec. 5, Dr. Blodgett celebrated his birthday along with some of the students.
Dec. 9, Home Economics Department has big exhibit.
Dec. 10, The Echo wants us to pay our subscription. What good will that do
them.
Dec. 12, Exams! Exams! Lest we forget!!!!
Dec. 13, Exams continued.
Dec. 14, Thank goodness them are over!!!! Winter term is on.
Dec. 17, Jess Pugh and his "Snuff-Stricken Reader" was the feature of the eve-
ning.
Dec. 18, Choral Society presents "The coming of the King."
Dec. 20, School honors Mr. J. D. Cambell.
Dec. 21, Christmas vacation!! Everybody wishes everybody else a Merry Christ-
mas.
Jan 1, Happy Noo Year! Everybody down to work again.
Jan 3, Boy! This winter term's work is not going to be so easy.
Jan 7, Juniors give "hard times" party. Bet that was good!
Jan 8, Revival starts at Methodist church down town.
Jan 11, Journalism class decides to compile a new history of Taylor University.
Jan. 14, Philo-Thalo girls game.
Jan. 15, Seniors give program in Fort Wayne.
Jan. 18, The new expression room is coming along very nicely.
Jan. 21, Eurekans win inter-club debate.
Jan 24, Ad building comes very nearly being burned down. Mr. Wilcox was the
hero.
Jan. 25, Dr. R. L. Stuart of Iowa gives chapel talk.
Jan 30, Prof. Pogue broadcasts from WLS.
Feb. 2, Rae Bernstein, a noted pianist gives a wonderful recital.
Feb. 8, Change in societies plan is voted down. Taylor debates DePauw.
Feb. 10, Taylor debates with Terre Haute.
Feb. 11, Thalo boys win basketball series for this year.
TWO HUNDRED THIRTEEN
s
Feb. 14, Valentine Day. Sophs have dinner in dining hall.
Feb. 15, Sophomores publish the Echo.
Feb. 18, Good Sunday afternoon service.
Feb. 22, Washington's birthday. Also, the quartette contest was given this
evening.
Feb. 24, Taylor debates with Manchester.
Feb. 27, Mr. Dipeolu, an African youth gives interesting talk in chapel.
Feb. 29, Phidelah Rice reads Dicken's "Great Expectations." Senior class presents
contest edition.
March 2, Philo royalty entertains.
March 3, Philo girls win series in basket ball for this year.
March 7, Music department gives recital. Freshmen present their contest edition
of the Echo, printed in green ink.
March 9, Thalo program.
March 12, Only three more days until the finals for this term!!
March 14, Cram, cram, cram!!! To-morrow is exams.
March 15, Finals.
March 16, Them things are out of the way. Now for a few days rest.
March 21, Registration for spring term, and now we are at it for another
twelve weeks.
March 23, Philos give first program for the new term.
March 25, It seems like spring has come. This is a wonderful day.
March 24, Opening at girl's dorm. Lots of fun and eats.
March 26, News-reel men come to take pictures of the mastodon that has been
dug up not far from here.
March 27, Taylor debates Albion college.
March 28, Our orchestra played in chapel for us this morning. Also, the Fresh-
man class won the Echo contest.
March 29, Just recovering from the cold snap we had. We thought spring was
here, but it was trying to "April Fool" us.
March 31, Health lecture given by State Board of Health. Also, T. U.'s orchestra
plays at Fort Wayne.
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pro HUKDRED FOURTEEN
April 1, Was only "april fooled" 623 times.
April 4, Taylor's girls debate Wittenberg girls.
April 6, Choral society gives the Easter cantata, "The Seven Last Words."
April 7, Mnanka Banquet.
April 8, Glorious Easter.
April 9, Esther Mary Atkinson gives her Junior recital on piano.
April 10, 11, 12, Expression gives "The Fool."
April 13, Dr. Macklem preaches.
April 14, Final production of the play, "The Fool."
April 16, Kathryn Poorman gives piano recital.
April 17, Joseph H. Smith gives School of Prophets.
April 18, Mnanka-Soangetaha debate.
April 20, George Edie gives Senior voice recital.
April 21, Eulogonian banquet.
April 27, Junior-Senior reception.
April 28, Esther Carman gives music recital.
May 1, Wesley Draper gives his recital.
May 2, Bishop Taylor Oratorical contest this evening.
May 5, Soangetaha banquet.
May 8, Jeannette Groff gives a splendid piano recital.
May 9, Ancient History lecture this evening.
May 12, Eureka Dinner.
May 19, Eureka-Eulogonian inter-club debate.
May 20, Expression recital by Ruth Flood. That ought to be pretty good.
May 23, Dedication of new organ.
May 2 5, Sure is a keen night. I May have a date, and again I May not.
May 26, Philo-Thalo Track Meet.
May 28, Frances Bogue gives her expression recital.
May 30, To-day is Decoration Day, and it sure is a fine day.
June 1, Here it is the first of June, and it won't be long until it will be all over.
My, it doesn't seem possible that we have been in school nine months.
June 5, Convention starts to-day. Dr. Wm. H. Huff is the speaker in the morn-
ing, and Dr. H. C. Morrison is the speaker in the evening.
June 8, Hill-Ayres vocal contest was this afternoon.
June 9, My, such a lot of people. Everybody and his grandinother is here.
June 10, Baccalaureate services to-day. Bishop W. F. Oldham was the speaker.
June 11, Thalo-Philo contests held to-day.
June 12, Legal Hundred Day. Alumni banquet, and a general get-to-gether of
the old students of Taylor.
June 13, Commencement this morning. It is all over now. A few linger to
say good-bye, and a stray tear may be seen.
June 14, The few that have lingered have gone, and the campus settles down to


















1. Four square to ev - 'ry wind that blows, My Al - ma Ma - ter
2. The rain-bow clothes her ma - pie bow'rs When au-tumn class- es
3. A bea - con light a - raong her peers, In mod - es - ty se-










stands; Her line with peace and bless - ing goes To
meet; Her cam - pus drinks the sum- mer show'rs And
rene. Old Tay-lor speaks through chang-ing years For















And out to earth's re - mot - est
In spring when friend-ships fon - der
And hold - ing not the truth in















































bound Her chil - dren make her
grow Her or - chard trees are
strife Ex - alts the Spir - it
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TAYLOR SONG.
Words and music by Melv.n J. HiLl,.
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1. Up lieyond the vil- lage l)or - der, Pointing in the air,
2. Fioni tlie north and scuth.iHTstudents, East and west, are there,
3. Far and wide her fame is spreading, 'Till in ev - 'rv land,
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Stand hertow - ei-sseen far dis-tant When the day is fair.
All the na-tions ope' her port-als, And her bless- ings share.
Men shall hear the name of Tav- lor, .And her pur - pose grand
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Glad-ly our voices ech-o her praises, Taylor the school we love,
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